
 

Chapter 1361  

Facing Death and Gamble 

The battle zone of the Beyond Grade As was scattered all over the battlefield, and it was a bloody battle. 

Individual strengths from both sides fell one after another, and the battles between the fleets of both 

sides were equally intense. The World Tree Army, which was enhanced by the Tree King’s halo, 

continued to advance. Although the three Universal Civilizations continued to provide reinforcements, 

the defense line was still slowly but surely retreating. 

Due to the constantly changing battlefield of the fleets, the battle areas of the Beyond Grade As were 

also shifting accordingly. 

Ames moved around in space, controlling the force field to harass the enemies or help her comrades. 

Her dress was stained with blood. 

There were more than ten Beyond Grade As participating in the team battle in the area she was in, and 

the association members and the direct descendants had the upper hand against the enemies. 

Force Field Esper Abilities had an all-rounder characteristic and could be used for both attack and 

defense. Ames was mainly used as a control type on the battlefield. Occasionally, she would condense a 

force field or drag a battleship to attack, and the damage was not low. 

 

She extended her palm and used Gaze of the Dragon on one of the Holy Tree Emissaries. Ames quickly 

scanned the battlefield and realized that the battlefield of Herberlon, Fortitude Tree King, Han Xiao, and 

Heart Tree King had already been shifted to a faraway place. The layers of battleships in the battlefield 

almost covered their figures, and she could only see the occasional flashes of energy that were far more 

intense than here. 

“Looks like he won’t be able to kill the Tree King so quickly…” 

Ames frowned slightly and retracted her gaze. She dodged a compressed beam of light and countered 

with a pale green shock wave. 

Looking at the battlefield, Ames saw a brief flaw in the enemy’s side and was about to ask her 

teammates to work together to create time for her to gather her energy, but at this moment, the other 

party threw a wave of focused fire at her. The few association members who were supposed to be 

blocking in front immediately dodged, and she had no choice but to stop accumulating her energy and 

dodge. 

 

“This won’t do. There’s no way to kill the enemy.” Ames glanced at the association members and shook 

her head. 

Even after having the upper hand for so long, they had not been able to cause much damage to the 

enemy. Every time they wanted to advance, the World Tree experts would become more fearless. In 



contrast, the comrades of the association would cower in fear because of this, not wanting to be 

injured. This caused them to lose the opportunity to expand their advantage again and again. 

The temporary loss of the milkmaid had a huge impact on the Beyond Grade As’ battle. Most of the 

association members did not have the mentality to risk their lives like last time and did not want to get 

injured. Their combat style became more conservative while the World Tree experts became more 

ferocious. 

Ames heard from the channel that many of the association members were dissatisfied with Han Xiao’s 

plan. Initially, they planned to quickly get rid of the Tree King to reduce the disadvantage of the main 

battlefield. However, both sides were in a stalemate now. Black Star could not complete his goal, and 

Aurora was also beaten back temporarily, leading to the sacrifice of many Beyond Grade As. In their 

eyes, the plan had failed, and it was a sure loss. 

Furthermore, after fighting for so long, the main battlefield was already in a bad situation. Even if they 

killed the Tree King now, they might not be able to reverse the situation. Therefore, in the eyes of many 

association members, the sacrifices from this attack plan were meaningless. Instead, many of them had 

lost the one-time Sanctum Revival opportunity, so they were filled with complaints. 

The Beyond Grade A Association members had all prepared for the worst. They still believed that the 

Sanctum Revival could only happen once, so they did not take Han Xiao’s words of ‘convincing’ the 

Revivors seriously. 

Many of them were already thinking of retreating, but they could not leave the battle for the time being. 

They could only protect themselves and were not willing to pay the price for killing their opponent. This 

kind of conservative mindset affected their combat strength, and Ames could only cooperate with her 

teammates in retreating. She had no intention of charging into the enemies alone. 

At this moment, one of the Holy Tree Emissaries suddenly paused, as if the damage had been 

accumulated to the limit. His body stiffened, revealing an obvious flaw. 

“Chance!” 

 

Ames and her teammates immediately changed targets and focused their attacks on this person. All 

kinds of abilities shattered the defensive shield that the other party had hastily constructed and landed 

on his body, causing blood to splatter everywhere. 

Just as they were about to pursue and kill the enemy, the other World Tree experts suddenly unleashed 

their full strength and charged toward the front of this heavily injured teammate, trying to force them to 

retreat like the previous few times. 

Facing such a powerful attack, the members of the association hesitated and retreated. They did not 

face it head-on. It was not that they could not endure the attack head-on, but they were unwilling to do 

so. They would rather give up this opportunity than getting injured. 

Seeing this, Ames felt a little helpless. This situation had already happened a few times. Due to the 

members of the association retreating, they had missed many opportunities. 



But at this moment, a firm voice sounded in the channel. 

“Cover me!” 

One of the direct descendants suddenly advanced instead of retreating and faced this wave of attacks. 

The scene was like a surfer charging toward a tsunami. The shield on his body was instantly torn apart 

by the combined attack of many Beyond Grade As, and wounds exploded on his body. 

Everyone was shocked. They did not have time to think about anything else. They quickly stopped and 

used ranged attacks to cover this teammate. 

Ignoring the damage to his body, he endured the huge impact of the attack and charged at the heavily 

injured World Tree expert resolutely and decisively. His Pugilist flames were all concentrated on him, 

completely ignoring the enemy teammates who were rushing over. 

Bang! 

The two figures collided, and the heavily injured World Tree Beyond Grade A activated self-destruction 

without hesitation. 

Ames and the others could only see the figure of this direct Beyond Grade A who showed no intention of 

retreating. The next moment, their vision was covered in white. 

Boom! 

A powerful light burst forth, and a huge energy ball rose up. Before the light dissipated, the World Tree 

Race experts in the surroundings were still attacking the self-destruction area. 

The group of people hurriedly retreated some distance. When the self-destruction energy was fully 

released, they focused their attention on the area. There were only fragmented corpses left. 

“…He’s gone.” 

Everyone had complicated expressions. 

The direct Beyond Grade A who died in the battle was not a Revivor. He knew that there was only one 

chance for Sanctum Revival, but he still risked his life to seize the opportunity. This was something they 

would never be able to do. These direct descendants who worked for the civilization had a purer 

attitude toward this war than them and were unafraid of death. 

Ames shook her head. She knew that she was not that great, nor was she willing to be. 

Time quickly passed. 

On the battlefield filled with countless mechanical fragments, Han Xiao and Heart Tree King had been 

fighting for a long time, and both sides were exhausted. 

In comparison, Heart Tree King’s energy consumption was much higher. This was not only due to 

suppression from Han Xiao’s energy level but also because of his class. 



After all, mental attacks were ineffective against mechanical soldiers, and Han Xiao’s main body was not 

afraid of his mental attacks. Only his physical attacks and psychic attacks would be effective. This meant 

that Heart Tree King was at a disadvantage when facing Han Xiao. 

The green light on Heart Tree King’s body had become much dimmer, and more than half of the World 

Tree Roots that appeared with his transformation had been destroyed. He was not in the same state as 

when they had first started fighting, and his movements were also slightly slower. 

ovel 

Using psychic energy to block the firepower of another mechanical army, Heart Tree King sent another 

message to Han Xiao. 

“Did you see that? You’ve already lost. Even if you kill me, you won’t be able to turn the situation 

around.” 

Hearing this, Han Xiao looked at the battle situation and could not help but click his tongue. 

The World Tree Army in this war zone continued to advance. They had already broken through the 

defense zone and penetrated a few battle lines, forming a situation that was difficult to reverse. They 

had at least an eighty to ninety percent chance of breaking through the interception circle and turning 

this place into a breakthrough point for the overall battle. In a war of a scale of hundreds of billions, the 

victory of high-level combatants could no longer turn the situation around. 

“When we arrive at your territory, the mother tree will enjoy your world inch by inch. You won’t have 

any chance. Do you want to reconsider my previous suggestion?” Heart Tree King continued. 

 

Han Xiao did not say anything. He turned around and responded with a slash. 

Heart Tree King hurriedly dodged but was still grazed by the psionic energy. The psychic barrier 

shattered, and another World Tree root broke. 

“Hehe, looks like your stance is very firm…” 

Heart Tree King smiled on the surface, but his heart was filled with fear. He already had the intention to 

retreat. 

After this exchange, he realized that he was no match for this outsider. Just a bunch of powerful Apostle 

Weapons was enough to deal with him. His internal injuries were burning. 

If this continues, I’m afraid I’ll really die here. The other Beyond Grade As will probably have the time to 

make a move soon. It’s time to retreat… 

Heart Tree King thought to himself. Many of the World Tree powerhouses had already been sacrificed 

because there were more Beyond Grade As present. Heart Tree King knew that the rate of casualties on 

his side would only snowball. Before long, there would be other Beyond Grade As coming to help this 

outsider deal with him, and it would be difficult for him to leave. 



Although he was prepared to die here, the Exchange tactic had already taken effect. There was no need 

to continue fighting. It was best to preserve his life. 

Having made up his mind, Heart Tree King no longer bombarded Han Xiao with chats. He immediately 

changed his strategy and attempted to break out of the encirclement of Han Xiao’s mechanical army. 

Sensing the change in Heart Tree King’s actions, Han Xiao’s eyes flickered. 

“He finally wants to escape. It seems like he has used up most of his energy. We can execute the plan 

now!” 

Han Xiao immediately gave a direct order to the combat artificial intelligence, and the mechanical army 

immediately surrounded and intercepted Heart Tree King, adjusting the weak points of the encirclement 

to guide Heart Tree King’s movement. 

At the same time, he sent a message to Heart Tree King. 

“You will die here today!” 

This time, it was Heart Tree King who turned a deaf ear. He focused on avoiding the focus fire of the 

mechanical army and quickly found the weakness to break through. 

After Han Xiao shouted, he stared at the change in formation. Seeing that Heart Tree King was slowly 

being forced into a suitable position, his Mechanical Force flashed. 

Buzz! 

A Lord’s Avatar wrapped in Mechanical Force suddenly shot out from the Mechanical Deity and flew 

toward Heart Tree King. 

Sensing the impending danger, Heart Tree King suddenly turned his head and concentrated his psychic 

energy on this Lord’s Avatar. If it was hit, it would surely be sent flying 

However, at this very second, a golden energy suddenly gushed out from the Lord’s Avatar’s body. Its 

entire body seemed to have turned into a golden chariot that pressed forward with indomitable will. It 

instantly shattered the psychic energy and was not affected at all. It locked onto Heart Tree King and 

charged forward with rapidly increasing speed. 

“Hmm?” 

Heart Tree King was a little surprised. He controlled the last World Tree Root to block it, but it was 

knocked away by the Lord’s Avatar. It could not even slow it down. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao, who was still inside the Mechanical Deity’s body, could not help but clench his 

fists. 

His main body was right in front of him, but he had used the Lord’s Descent. Naturally, it was to capture 

Heart Tree King alive. For this, he did not hesitate to activate two Character Summon Cards—Silver 

Shadow’s (Comet Rush), Oulou’s (Golden Treasure Ship-Ram)! 

The former was an endless acceleration, while the latter was a domineering state that was immune to 

any crowd control! 



Success and failure depended on this. Han Xiao was betting that Heart Tree King would not self-destruct 

before he got close! 

The warnings in Heart Tree King’s mind became more and more obvious, and he hurriedly retreated. 

However, the speed of the Lord’s Avatar’s charge became faster and faster, and with the mechanical 

army around restraining him, the distance between the two sides rapidly shortened. In the blink of an 

eye, there was only a small portion left. 

As the Lord’s Avatar rapidly expanded in his vision, thoughts flashed through Heart Tree King’s mind one 

after another, and the thought of self-destructing immediately surfaced in his mind. 

However, he had many things to think about, and he tried to figure out Han Xiao’s intentions. In 

moments of urgency, he could not be as resolute as the simple-minded Subduing Tree King. 

In that moment of hesitation, the Lord’s Avatar wrapped in golden energy crashed into him. Its 

biological muscles expanded instantly. 

Heart Tree King only felt a strong force wrapping around his body. Not only was he unable to move, but 

even the cells in his body were being suppressed. He was shocked. 

This is… a Pugilist’s forced crowd control skill 

“It hit!” 

Han Xiao clenched his fists in excitement. 

To complement this move, he had specially tested a batch of lord bodies that were specialized in close 

combat. They were able to withstand his Strength and Endurance attributes to the maximum, allowing 

the [Azure Dragon Bind) to unleash even greater power! However, Heart Tree King’s strength and 

endurance were far inferior to that of a Pugilist. After the duration of the forced crowd control, he 

would not be able to escape so quickly. 

At the same time that Heart Tree King was hit, the mechanical army around him was already prepared 

and released force fields to cover him, stacking many crowd control methods. 

“Hila!” 

Han Xiao shouted. 

At this moment, a beam of light flashed past the mechanical army not far away from Heart Tree King. 

Hila suddenly appeared beside an Apostle Weapon that was carrying a throne. A bright red ‘Dead Sea’ 

instantly spread out. The next moment, Hila’s body sank into the ‘Dead Sea’ and appeared beside Heart 

Tree King in the blink of an eye. She held the Spacetime Amber and pressed it toward Heart Tree King 

The Spacetime Amber flashed, and the frozen spacetime quickly expanded, enveloping the immobile 

Heart Tree King and the Lord’s Avatar. 

Heart Tree King’s eyes widened, but he could not even speak. 



His encounter was transmitted through the mental network, and the fleets around him immediately 

turned their cannons around to fire at him. The World Tree experts scattered all over the place were 

shocked, and they retreated at the same time, charging madly in the direction of Heart Tree King. 

“Crap!” 

Fortitude Tree King’s heart skipped a beat. He could not be bothered to deal with the enemy and turned 

around to reinforce Heart Tree King. However, a large part of the thrusters on his back was shattered by 

Herberlon’s blade slash. 

 

Han Xiao had already distanced himself from the battlefield, leaving Heart Tree King alone. There was no 

way the Beyond Grade As of the World Tree could arrive quickly. 

Under the shocked, horrified, and disbelieving gazes, a new Spacetime Amber ball took shape, freezing 

Heart Tree King’s shocked expression. 

Hila stared at the shocked Heart Tree King in the amber. 

“You hurt my sister, stay here forever!” 

 

Chapter 1362 Fortitude Tree King: I’ll Take Over Your Water Pot! 

Heart Tree King was locked in a strange position by the Lord’s Avatar, and they were trapped in the 

Spacetime Amber. Time seemed to have stopped, and this world-famous painting was seen by all the 

Beyond Grade As on both sides. 

The Beyond Grade As of the three Universal Civilizations were overjoyed. “Black Star has succeeded!” 

“Beautiful! That Tree King did not have the time to self-destruct!” 

“Support them with all your might! Don’t let those enemies harass Black Star!” 

The morale of the Beyond Grade As was greatly boosted, and they were no longer in low spirits for 

losing their healer. They launched ferocious attacks at the World Tree experts who were anxious to 

leave the battle. 

 

The emotions of all the World Tree experts were the exact opposite. Their rapidly changing expressions 

were filled with shock and anger. 

They could not be bothered to fight with the opponent and rushed toward Han Xiao like crazy, trying to 

snatch Heart Tree King back. 

However, the moment Han Xiao succeeded, he controlled the Mechanical Deity to move again. He 

grabbed the Spacetime Amber ball and swallowed it into his body, taking back the Spacetime Amber in 

Hila’s hands. 



Without another word, he used his mechanical army as a shield to block the attacks of the World Tree 

fleet around him. He then flew in the opposite direction at full speed and stopped fighting. His goal was 

to retreat from the battlefield. 

 

To lure the three Universal Civilizations into deploying their high-level combatants, Heart Tree King 

naturally would not stay too deep into the World Tree fleet. The battle zone was located at the 

periphery of the fleet and even if the World Tree fleet wanted to intercept Han Xiao, they would not be 

able to do so. Han Xiao paid the price of groups of mechanical soldiers and quickly entered the battle 

zone at the center of the battlefield. 

The many World Tree Supers could not care less and surrounded Han Xiao in groups, trying to hinder his 

return. However, the Beyond Grade As of the three Universal Civilizations that were chasing after them 

all acted as cover for Han Xiao, restraining one opponent after another. The energy waves that flashed 

when they fought lit up continuously around Han Xiao, creating a path. 

Fortitude Tree King was entangled with Herberlon again, and violent vibrations were transmitting 

through his body. He also wanted to support Heart Tree King, but could not get rid of Herberlon and 

could not increase his speed at all. He could only watch Han Xiao’s figure get further and further away. 

He was so angry that his energy core almost overloaded. 

“D*mn idiot! Even Subduing Tree King is smarter than you!” 

Fortitude Tree King was furious. They had clearly achieved a huge success in the Exchange tactic, so it 

would have been fine to retreat. At the very least, they could self-destruct and die. He did not expect 

them to be defeated at the last moment. It was supposed to be a great victory without much loss, but 

now, it had become a real ‘Exchange’! 

He had already cursed Heart Tree King’s eighteen generations of ancestors in his heart. Just because he 

had thought for too long at that last moment, Heart Tree King did not self-destruct and was captured. 

This was a fatal mistake that even Subduing Tree King did not make. He was the shame of the Tree 

Kings! 

What happened next could only be decided by Ancestral Tree King! 

Seeing that Han Xiao was about to return to the fleet of the three Universal Civilizations, Fortitude Tree 

King knew that there was nothing he could do. His eyes flashed sharply as he sent a command in the 

mental network: 

“Everyone, stop chasing. Retreat! Stop fighting!” 

 

Now that Heart Tree King had been captured alive, Fortitude Tree King was the only one in charge. He 

took over the leadership without hesitation and ordered all the Beyond Grade As to retreat. 

One Tree King was already gone, he was worried that Han Xiao would continue to seal more experts, so 

he decided to give up and ordered everyone to leave the battle. Upon hearing the order, the World Tree 

experts who were chasing Han Xiao paused slightly. They looked at Han Xiao’s back that was getting 



smaller and smaller, but they still chose to follow the orders of the Tree King and stopped their pursuit. 

While dealing with the Beyond Grade As of the three Universal Civilizations, they quickly retreated to 

the World Tree fleet. 

The battleships in the distance also began to provide remote support to help them escape from their 

opponents. 

The Beyond Grade As of the three Universal Civilizations did not chase after them too deeply. Instead, 

they chased for a while and killed a few World Tree experts who were exposed due to the sudden 

change of plan. Then, under the leadership of the association members, all the Beyond Grade As 

retreated and did not dare follow the remaining World Tree experts into the enemy fleet. If they did 

that, they would be the ones in danger instead. 

Seeing this, Herberlon did not dare continue fighting alone. He fought fiercely with the Tree King a few 

times before gradually moving toward his teammates. After escaping from the battle, his eyes—flashing 

with Mechanical Force-locked onto the Tree King, filled with killing intent as though he was saying, “I’ll 

teach you a lesson the next time we meet.” 

Fortitude Tree King took a deep look at this familiar face and did not say anything. He took the World 

Tree powerhouses and retreated deep into the World Tree fleet. Starships moved over and formed 

layers of barriers, blocking the sight of Herberlon and the others. 

As the remaining Beyond Grade As of the World Tree retreated, the battle between the high-level 

combatants on both sides came to an end. The members of the association and the direct descendants 

did not stay on the battlefield. They went back to the three Universal Civilizations’ fleet while bracing 

the merciless firing. 

Everyone put away their weapons and returned to the temporary command ship at the back of the 

battlefield. As soon as they entered the command room, they noticed Han Xiao, Hila, and the others 

were already there. The remote projections of Simon and the many commanders were also gathered 

there, pointing at Heart Tree King’s Spacetime Amber and talking. 

“…Black Star, our front line of defense can’t hold on any longer, and the other war zones are also 

showing signs of collapse. The World Tree breaking through the interception circle is already set in 

stone. We are currently mobilizing our troops to retreat, but this isn’t your problem. You did very well by 

capturing a Tree King.” 

Simon’s tone was low. 

“I should have dealt with the Tree King Halo much earlier…” Han Xiao sighed. 

“Although that would have been helpful, from the way the World Tree is attacking, it can only slightly 

delay them from breaking through the blockade. At most, the first to fall wouldn’t be this war zone but 

the other defense lines.” 

Simon shook his head and said with a helpless tone. However, he was not angry. After a month of 

fighting, the entire command level had already mentally prepared themselves for the worst-for the 

interception circle to be broken. 

“What do we do next?” 



“There’s no need for you to continue fighting. Return to the main base first. We will begin evacuating in 

batches. The World Tree’s goal is not just to break through the intercepting perimeter but also to clean 

up our troops. Since the defense line has been broken, the trend will be difficult to reverse. There’s no 

need to fight them head-on. We will use the various fortifications that we have built in the strategic 

depth of the rear for the past year to cover fire and harass them into slowing down. I…” 

“You guys can decide the matters of the army.” Han Xiao waved his hand. 

Simon nodded and turned to look at the wounded Beyond Grade As. He changed the topic and said, 

“Everyone, please tabulate the damage. We need accurate data.” 

Hearing this, the Beyond Grade As sized each other up and began telling their names. The number of 

people had decreased by a lot compared to when they went to fight. Many of them had died in the 

intense battle, with the direct Beyond Grade As suffering the most casualties, as well as some Revivors. 

The number of casualties among the association members was relatively low. 

Because the number of participants this time had increased quite a lot, the World Tree had lost even 

more people. The three Universal Civilizations, on the other hand, were in a far better state. However, 

the World Tree did not bring out all their high-level combatants. In terms of numbers, the number of 

participants was only a fifth or a quarter of the total. 

However, although they had the upper hand in terms of battle losses, it was still much worse than the 

previous battle. Many familiar faces disappeared, and the Beyond Grade As present could not even 

muster any emotions. They were still immersed in the battle and could not extricate themselves from it. 

They still had lingering fears and felt like they had just survived a disaster. The atmosphere was like a 

dark cloud. 

“The losses this time are not small,” Sun Hunter muttered. “I think we should have retreated when 

Aurora was defeated…” 

Hearing his soft voice, many Beyond Grade As nodded in agreement. They looked at Han Xiao with 

complicated emotions-helplessness, understanding, dissatisfaction, and resentment. 

If they did not capture Heart Tree King this time, they would have suffered a huge loss. However, they 

had at least gained something and did not return empty-handed. Although many Beyond Grade As still 

felt that they had suffered a loss, they felt more or less comforted when they saw Heart Tree King in the 

amber. 

Although they were unhappy, they could not say anything. After all, Han Xiao had captured a Tree King 

and made a huge contribution. At most, they felt that it was not worth it to exchange so many people 

for one opponent. 

 

Han Xiao casually glanced at them. He knew what they were thinking, but he did not explain. 

He had originally wanted to see if he could manipulate the scene and make some Revivors die in battle, 

but now that Aurora had fallen, although his losses had increased tremendously, it made it easier for 

him to act. He did not need to press Aurora to make a ‘mistake’ as he had planned. 



These dead Revivors would be the best evidence to prove the truth of the Sanctum Revival. He was not 

sad at all; instead, he was relieved. It would have been troublesome if no Revivors died in this battle. 

After listening to the war casualties of the Beyond Grade As, Simon sighed and shook his head. 

“The direct descendants have suffered heavy casualties. No matter what, most of the victims still have a 

chance to revive in the Sanctum. Thank you for your hard work.” 

Everyone was in a bad mood and could not be bothered with him. They turned to look at Hila. They 

were most concerned about Aurora’s situation. 

“How’s your sister?” 

“The seal is a little thicker than before, and it will take some time to unseal it. Everyone, let’s not delay 

any further. Let’s rest for a while and start. We can be at ease if she wakes up as soon as possible,” Hila 

said with a deep voice. 

“That’s right. Those with psychic abilities come out. While we’re retreating, wake Aurora up.” Kasuyi 

stepped out from the crowd and released his psychic energy to enter Aurora’s mind space. He then 

started to bombard the thought seal purple crystal in her mind. Many Psychics, Mages, and Espers 

walked out one after another and worked together to speed up the process. With so many people 

working together, the thought seal was getting thinner at a visible rate. At this rate, it would be 

completely unsealed in a few hours. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao turned to look at Heart Tree King in the amber. He remembered that Heart Tree 

King had used a leaf-shaped Universal Treasure to activate the Illusion – Mind Lock. That was probably 

one of the rare items that the World Tree grew, and it was hidden in Heart Tree King’s body. However, 

Han Xiao had no intention of unsealing the amber in the short term and temporarily suppressed his 

curiosity. 

World Tree Territory, Tree King Palace. 

The executives who did not participate in the battle found out about the situation from the mental 

network, and their faces were filled with shock and doubt. They were prepared for Heart Tree King to 

die in battle, but they did not expect him to be captured alive by the enemy with that strange sealing 

method, and they were all terrified. 

Seated on the throne, Fortitude Tree King slowly opened his eyes and deactivated the Lord’s Descent 

state. A rare look of anger appeared on his face, and he slapped the armrest of his chair heavily. 

“Humph, Heart Tree King, so useless!” 

As soon as he said that, the roots on the two thrones beside him suddenly rose, and two figures with 

different appearances appeared. 

“Hehe, it seems like the enemy this time is indeed very difficult to deal with. Of the five Great Tree 

Kings, one is dead, and the other is captured. Now, only three can fight. You’re right, Heart Tree King 

and Subduing Tree King are both useless.” One of them turned his head and looked over with a sneer of 

disdain. “However, you’re not much better. Your Lord’s Avatar was clearly present, but you didn’t save 

Heart Tree King.” 



Fortitude Tree King glanced at him coldly and snorted. “Secret Tree King, I can’t be bothered to argue 

with you, but you better watch your words.” 

“Heh.” Secret Tree King did not think much of it. He did not even care about Fortitude Tree King. Among 

the five tree kings, he did not like anyone other than Ancestral Tree King. “Humph, I can’t be bothered 

to argue with you.” Fortitude Tree King turned to look at Ancestral Tree King in the middle seat and 

asked, “What do we do next? What do you think?” 

The aura of Ancestral Tree King was the opposite of the other four tree kings. He was like an ordinary 

person, lacking any sense of presence. Be it his appearance or physique, there was nothing special. If 

one did not pay attention, they might subconsciously ignore him. 

Hearing this, Ancestral Tree King said slowly without any expression. 

“I’ve already tried. Heart Tree King is completely isolated from the outside world, and the mother tree 

can’t take back his Tree King Crown. This means unless he’s unsealed, I can’t remove his position and 

replace him with a new tree king. Therefore, we must try to save him. At the very least, we have to take 

back his Tree King Crown. Otherwise, we won’t be able to make the Tree God descend completely.” 

Hearing this, the faces of Fortitude Tree King and Secret Tree King turned solemn. 

Initially, they had thought that Heart Tree King killed a lot of high-level enemy combatants by himself. 

Although it had become a real Exchange, it was worse for the enemy. However, if they could not 

retrieve the Tree King Crown, it would be troublesome. 

The identities of the tree kings all came from the ‘Tree King Crown’. This was a special ability given by 

the mother tree. Like the Apostle Weapons, there was a limited quota. The quota was only five, and it 

had to be five different Super systems. Other than Ancestral Tree King occupying one quota, the other 

four Tree King Crown positions had been changed over the years. 

Only by gathering five crowns would they be able to make Tree God descend completely. This was their 

trump card. “Then what should we do?” Fortitude Tree King asked. 

“There’s no need to worry for the time being,” Ancestral Tree King said casually. “The civilization on the 

other side has yet to show the strength that would require us to use the Tree God’s Descent. Heart Tree 

King is only sealed, so there’s no danger. We have two paths now. One is to wait. The enemy might be 

interested in studying a Tree King. As long as we unlock that special seal, I can retrieve the Tree King 

crown. 

The second is to send someone to rescue him. Although the mother tree’s connection with him has 

been cut off, the broken connection can still point in his direction. We can organize high-level 

combatants to snatch him back.” 

“Then let’s just wait and see when these enemies can’t take it anymore.” Fortitude Tree King snorted. 

“Hmm, I think so too.” 

Ancestral Tree King nodded and continued. 



“Although we have broken the enemy’s interception circle, we still need to move forward to the 

enemy’s territory. Just let the fleet carry out this task. There’s no need for high-level combatants, so 

there won’t be any opportunities to attack. 

“Furthermore… Although we know the direction, the distance is unknown. We don’t know how long it 

will take to reach the enemy’s territory. It might take a few years or decades. However, according to the 

enemy’s reaction, the distance shouldn’t be too far.” 

The other two nodded silently. 

“Also, Heart Tree King is gone. Someone needs to continue managing the daily affairs of this place.” 

Ancestral Tree King turned to look at Fortitude Tree King and said slowly, “You shall do it.” 

Fortitude Tree King’s face fell. 

God knew how many years it would take for the fleet to arrive at the other party’s territory. He did not 

want to keep showing himself. He wanted to slack off, but he did not dare go against Ancestral Tree 

King, so he could only agree in a muffled voice. 

After casually instructing him on a few things to take note of, Ancestral Tree King’s figure quickly faded 

and returned to the mother tree. Secret Tree King took a gloating glance at Fortitude Tree King and left, 

leaving only Fortitude Tree King on the throne. 

 

“You want me to work? Fat chance.” 

Fortitude Tree King snorted, rolled his eyes, and came up with a plan. 

By the way, the seed of Subduing Tree King should almost be ripe. When he revives, I can transfer this 

job to him. Anyway, that iron head is very hardworking and is willing to do this hard work. I can continue 

to slack! 

As soon as he thought of this, Fortitude Tree King could not wait to see Subduing Tree King reincarnate 

in front of him. 

He could not help but stand up and walk out of the palace. He inherited the glorious legacy of Heart Tree 

King and went out to water Subduing Tree King. 

 

Chapter 1363 Spring Dream Vanishes Without a Trace and The Final Preparation 

Han Xiao and the others retreated from the battlefield and returned to the main base at the rear. The 

World Tree Army had yet to break through to here, and it was not affected by the flames of war. 

The troops of the three Universal Civilizations and the various large organizations had already formed a 

long line. They entered different Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Devices and returned to 

the explored universe. 

The group boarded an evacuating main ship and watched the real-time surveillance of the battlefield 

while waiting for their turn. 



The three Universal Civilizations had already begun to withdraw their forces and stop their losses. The 

battlefront formed by the starships retreated like a tide. 

Kant looked at it for a while before shaking his head. “Looks like the three Universal Civilizations have 

completely decided to give up on the intercepting circle.” 

 

“Fighting to the death is useless. It will only increase our casualties, so we naturally have to retreat,” 

Manison said calmly. 

“However, once we retreat, we won’t be able to stop the World Tree from approaching our territory. 

Sooner or later, we’ll have to start a war on our own territory.” 

Clotti shook his head. Ever since Reeve and the others had revived, he had become more talkative and 

rarely acted as if he was unapproachable. The group casually chatted about the battle to calm their 

emotions from the bloody battle earlier. 

However, Han Xiao did not join their conversation. Instead, he stood aside and watched the unsealing of 

Aurora. 

 

After watching for a while, he suddenly realized that many Beyond Grade As were sweating. He could 

not help but ask: “How’s the progress?” 

“This is strange.” Kasuyi pinched his forehead and said with a surprised tone, “We have already 

weakened the seal by more than 95%, leaving only the last thin layer. However, we encountered an 

unprecedented resistance, and the last bit of the seal crystal wall suddenly became indestructible, as if 

there is an infinite power supporting its existence.” “Really?” 

Han Xiao raised his brows and immediately thought of the characteristics of the Illusion – Mind Lock. 

It seemed like the target who was hit by this move would be trapped in a dream created by their desire. 

The more real they treated it as, the stronger the seal would be. 

He took a closer look at Aurora. As the layers of the seal were broken, her expression was no longer 

blank. At this moment, she closed her eyes, frowned, and revealed a slight look of pain, as though she 

was saying, “Don’t disturb my daydream.” 

Could it be that her subconscious had sensed that the dream was about to disappear, so she took the 

illusion more seriously and took the initiative to stabilize the seal and resist the unsealers? 

What kind of dream did she have to make this woman wish she could sleep forever? 

Han Xiao’s mouth twitched, and he looked away helplessly. He patted Kasuyi and said, “Then can you 

unseal it or not?” 

“Don’t worry about that. Although the seal barrier is much stronger, with so many of us working 

together, we will be able to penetrate it sooner or later.” Kasuyi did not even look back. 

 



Han Xiao could only trust him and wait patiently. 

After a while, Kasuyi and the others suddenly heaved a sigh of relief. They were just about to say that 

they had succeeded. 

However, before they could say anything, Aurora suddenly opened her eyes and woke up from her 

coma. 

“No,” 

The sharp shout shocked everyone. Even the Beyond Grade As who were analyzing the situation not far 

away stopped chatting and looked over in surprise. 

It was originally a happy matter for the milkmaid to wake up, but everyone was shocked by this shout 

and was confused. 

Seeing pairs of shocked eyes staring at her, Aurora snapped out of her daze and quickly shut her mouth. 

However, her expression was still a little dazed, as though she had not gotten used to the feeling of 

leaving the dream. She was trying to determine if this was real or an illusion. 

However, her senses and memories gradually adjusted, and Aurora slowly confirmed that she had really 

woken up this time. 

This time, Han Xiao walked out from the crowd and stood in front of Aurora. He touched her head and 

said with concern, “Your mind seal has been removed. How do you feel?” 

Aurora looked up at Han Xiao, and her delicate face suddenly turned red. She quickly turned her head to 

the side and looked away. 

“I’m fine… How are you?” 

“What problem can I have?” Han Xiao saw her strange expression and could not help but be curious. 

“What did you dream about in the seal?” 

“I… I…” 

Aurora stuttered as if she did not want to speak. 

This time, Hila walked over and patted her head. 

“What did you dream about? Why aren’t your memories open to me?” 

“D-don’t ask! Anyway, it’s nothing important…” 

Aurora glanced at Hila before looking away in shock. She then recalled what she had experienced in the 

dream, and her face became even redder, as though she was about to bleed. 

Seeing her strange behavior, Han Xiao and Hila exchanged surprised looks. However, since Aurora did 

not want to say it, they could not be bothered to force her. Since she was already awake, there was no 

need to dig into the details. Perhaps it was because she had a secret in her heart, and it was not 

convenient for her to say it. 



Han Xiao poked Aurora and checked her status. Seeing that Aurora’s attributes had returned to normal, 

he did not bother about Aurora’s dream. 

Seeing this, everyone stepped forward to show their concern, pushing Han Xiao and Hila to the side. 

Aurora’s emotions gradually returned to normal, but she still did not dare look Han Xiao in the eye. 

Suddenly, she thought of something and asked with a serious expression, “You’re all here. Has the battle 

ended? How are the casualties?” 

As soon as she finished speaking, everyone’s expression stiffened slightly, and they sighed. The 

atmosphere quickly became gloomy, and they started to talk about the battle situation after she fainted. 

Hearing about the losses this time, Aurora was shocked. Then, she said with some guilt and 

disappointment: 

“I—I’m sorry. I was careless and fell for the enemy’s trick. I could not be of use, and more people died…” 

“It’s not your fault. It’s all the enemy’s doing. You’re just a victim.” Han Xiao rubbed her head, and her 

soft blonde hair slid across his palm. 

“But if the enemy uses this move again, I will…” 

Han Xiao waved his hand and interrupted her. He smiled and said, “Don’t be afraid. The Tree King who 

attacked you has already been locked in Amber. He won’t threaten you anymore.” “You’re still so nice to 

me… cough cough.” 

Aurora subconsciously opened her mouth, but halfway through, she suddenly remembered that this was 

not a dream. She quickly shut her mouth, lowered her head, and coughed to hide the abnormal 

emotions in her eyes. 

However, no one paid attention to her expression. 

“It’s all thanks to Black Star capturing that Tree King. If they sealed Aurora in the next battle, we would 

have suffered heavy casualties like today.” Milizaus shook his head. 

Guzar sighed softly. “From this point of view, it’s already not bad that Black Star got rid of the future 

trouble. It’s just a pity for those comrades who sacrificed themselves…” 

 

“You can’t say that. Since the enemy has this method, they will use it sooner or later, so our casualties 

are inevitable. When the enemy used this method for the first time, Black Star seized the opportunity to 

capture him. He has already done his best to minimize the cost to prevent losses in the future,” Beiger 

immediately said. 

Hearing this, everyone thought about it and felt that it made sense. 

This was the enemy’s trump card, and Black Star couldn’t prevent them from using it in advance, so they 

could not blame Black Star. Getting rid of this hidden danger the first time was already the best 

outcome. 

Ames walked forward and patted Aurora’s head. 



“It’s good that you’re fine. This is more important than anything else.” 

“Teacher, I’m… very sorry.” 

Aurora lowered her head timidly. Her face was red with guilt, and she did not dare to look up. 

Ames, however, understood her and comforted her. “It’s alright, don’t blame yourself. Although you did 

not use your ability to protect me, it’s not your fault. I’m fine.” 

“Hmm…” 

Hearing this, Aurora felt even more embarrassed. She twisted her hands together and buried her head 

even deeper, almost like an ostrich. 

It was finally their turn to leave, and everyone stopped chatting. The spaceship followed the fleet into 

the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device, and the two huge mechanical rings began to 

spin. The lights connected and flickered, sending everyone back to the Flickering World. 

After Han Xiao and the others retreated from the battlefield, the situation developed just as Simon had 

said. The defensive lines of the various war zones were broken, and the World Tree Army marched in 

from various areas and spread out rapidly. A vicious snowball-like cycle occurred, and the intercepting 

circle gradually became riddled with holes. 

As there was no way to reverse the situation, the three Universal Civilizations did not continue to recruit 

Beyond Grade As into the battle and did not force a direct confrontation. They continued to pull their 

troops and equipment to recoup their costs so that they would not be completely wiped out by the 

World Tree fleet. 

This process lasted for about ten days before the World Tree Army completely broke through the 

intercepting circle. The three Universal Civilizations also withdrew all the fleets and equipment that 

should have been taken back, and those that could not be taken away were destroyed on the spot. The 

intercepting circle that had been built over a year was only left with countless metal trash floating in the 

universe like a man-made asteroid belt. 

In the explored universe, the upper echelons of the three Universal Civilizations and the command 

center held a follow-up battle meeting after the interception circle disappeared. 

Among all the Beyond Grade As, only Han Xiao was the representative. 

In the large conference room, the leaders of the three Universal Civilizations listened to the military 

report with a straight face. As the commander-in-chief of the intercepting circle, Simon was reading out 

the strategic analysis. 

“… The intercepting circle has been abolished. We have lost the biggest barrier stopping the World Tree 

from advancing. The war has entered a new phase. 

In the past year, we have sent out teams of engineers to move toward the Flickering World from the 

interception circle, setting up traps and fortifications along the way for this day. When the World Tree 

moves toward our territory and enters the vast strategic zone, we can harass and obstruct them. 

“Although we can’t stop them from advancing, we can at least slow them down…” 



At this moment, Marbruce interrupted him, tapped the table, and asked: 

“This won’t solve the root of the problem. Can you think of a way to build another blockade?” Hearing 

this, Simon shook his head and sighed. “Forgive me for being blunt, but before we find the World Tree’s 

main body, all our strategies are just to treat the symptoms… We need to invest a lot of resources to 

build another intercepting circle. I believe that with this experience, the World Tree will use the same 

method to attack next time. Our troops will be heavily damaged once again, and we will fall right into 

their trap. 

Furthermore, choosing a location is also a problem. Most of the areas in this strategic zone are also 

places that we have never set foot in, so we cannot go there casually. The earliest construction team to 

set out will only be able to build a new interception circle a year away from the World Tree. The time is 

too tight. 

If we send a new batch of construction teams from the border of the Flickering World, there will be 

plenty of time to build an intercepting circle, but…” 

“But what?” 

Louis asked. 

Simon frowned and told the truth, “The Military Strategy Department does not agree with this plan. 

Through the speed and drifting time of the Kunde Race survivors, we have already calculated the 

approximate distance between the World Tree and us. With their speed, it will take them about eleven 

years to reach our territory. With our obstruction and delay, this number will be extended, but not for 

long.” The Pope immediately questioned. 

“Eleven years… This is enough to build a stronger interception circle. Why not?” “It can be done, but the 

Military Strategy Department feels that it’s a better choice to strengthen defenses in the border areas. 

Use destructive methods to develop the Flickering World border that has yet to be fully explored, 

squeeze out all the planet resources in these areas, and then turn at least five Star Clusters into desolate 

universe belts. We will not leave a single hair behind for the World Tree and build a defense line here. 

After all, this is our home ground. This way, it would not only make it easier for mobile support troops 

but also greatly reduce the size of the defensive line, saving the expenditure of troops. Furthermore, the 

battlefield is close to our home, which can also stimulate the resistance of the entire universe. Setting 

up a new blockade in the unexplored area countless miles away will consume too much of our forces. 

We will be dragged into a war of attrition that the World Tree is good at, which will be even more 

disadvantageous…” 

nsu 

Simon explained. 

Hearing this, the upper echelons discussed the pros and cons of this plan. 

The leaders of the three Universal Civilizations pondered for a while before turning to look at Han Xiao. 

“Black Star, what do you think?” 



Han Xiao shook his head and said, “I don’t have too many opinions, but it’s very necessary to strengthen 

our defenses. Instead of leaving those planets for the World Tree to devour, we might as well do our 

best and use the Planetary Shatterer to develop the planets at the border of the Flickering World so that 

the enemies can’t replenish themselves. That way, even if they attack, we won’t lose much.” 

He had already done what he could. Compared to the terrible start in his previous life, the situation of 

the three Universal Civilizations at present was many times better. He could not give any more 

suggestions regarding the war. 

After all, the direction of the war between the three Universal Civilizations and the World Tree was 

completely different from his previous life, and he could not be sure of the final direction of each plan. 

The best choice now was to trust the professional military personnel. 

‘In eleven years at the minimum, the World Tree will be able to invade the three Universal Civilizations… 

This is the final preparation period, I have to make good use of it.’ 

Han Xiao took a deep breath. 

On the advancing route of the World Tree, the three Universal Civilizations most likely did not need 

high-level combatants to harass or stop them. This meant that they, as Beyond Grade As, did not have to 

be on standby all the time and could freely arrange the schedule. 

He planned to spend some time nurturing those Beyond Grade A seeds, hoping to give birth to more 

Beyond Grade As and allow Karlot to grow as soon as possible. 

On the other hand, he could also take the opportunity to settle down. The experience provided by the 

players would surely be enough for him to break through level 360 and complete his Promotion within a 

year. The strongest period of a Mechanic was not when they had just advanced. 

The peak of a Mechanic could only be achieved after his mechanical army and equipment are 

completely upgraded! 

The last eleven years of preparation were a rare opportunity for him to digest his advanced strength! 

After these two exchanges with the Tree King, Han Xiao had already noticed his current weakness. 

Although he could win against Heart Tree King or Subduing Tree King in a one-on-one battle, they were 

all experts of the same level. They had their own explosive trump cards, so it was almost impossible for 

him to defeat the other party quickly. Furthermore, the battlefield environment was complicated, and 

the mechanical army was the biggest target. There were too many factors that affected their combat 

strength. 

 

Although his energy level was very high, he was still a peak Beyond Grade A in essence, and there was 

no qualitative change. Only with the power of sublimation could he solve this problem. 

“I hope I can give the World Tree a ‘surprise’ the next time we fight!” 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

However, these thoughts were suppressed in his heart. 



He knew very well that the most important task at the moment was not these plans but to wait for 

Oathkeeper to gather the new Sanctum Key and enter the Sanctum again. He would use the truth of the 

revival to strengthen the belief of the entire Beyond Grade A group! 

 

Chapter 1364 Determination and Shadow 

The three Universal Civilizations would not deliberately publicize the failure of the intercepting circle, 

but the truth could not be hidden for long either. As the troops of the various large organizations 

retreated to the explored universe, this news quickly spread to the galactic society that was constantly 

paying attention to the battle situation, causing a large-scale panic. 

For more than a year, the refugees who had migrated to the Central Galaxy from all over the world were 

used to the successive reports of the World Tree stopping them from entering the Central Galaxy. This 

was also the reason why many people felt that forcing them to take refuge was worth it. They had 

already treated the intercepting circle as a ‘border’ to block the enemies. 

As long as they could intercept the World Tree, they would have a sense of security. They thought that 

this barrier would be able to stop the World Tree forever, preventing the flames of war from spreading 

to their area. However, now that this barrier had been broken by the enemy, people’s confidence had 

been taken away. The chain reaction was shocking. Not only did it cause fear and panic, but it also 

caused their trust in the three Universal Civilizations to plummet. 

In the eyes of the galactic residents, the three Universal Civilizations were nigh-omnipotent ‘kings’. 

However, even with such powerful rulers working together, they still failed to defeat the enemy. 

Although there were many factors involved, in the eyes of ordinary people, this was like a math 

equation of 3 < 1, which meant that the three Universal Civilizations were no match for the one enemy! 

Many people were willing to accept the forced migration because they believed that the three Universal 

Civilizations would eventually be able to repel the invaders. However, if the three Universal Civilizations 

could not defeat the invaders, would it really be safe for them to stay in the Central Galaxy and seek 

refuge? Wouldn’t they be waiting for death? 

 

This thought spread like a virus in the hearts of the galactic residents, nourishing their unease, panic, 

and fear. Even if the public relations department of the three Universal Civilizations works themselves to 

the bone, the overflowing emotions were like a tsunami that could not be easily blocked. 

Thus, chaos erupted. 

S er 

There were many cases of people trying to escape from the Sanctuary planets. Some of them were no 

longer willing to believe the three Universal Civilizations and felt that staying behind was equivalent to 

waiting for death. They wanted to ‘save’ themselves before the enemy attacked, wanting to escape 

from the explored universe in spaceships. In the face of life and death, the refugees, who were originally 

akin to docile sheep under the control of the three Universal Civilizations, suddenly displayed a sense of 



herd mentality resistance. The difficulty of managing them suddenly spiked, and the three Universal 

Civilizations had no choice but to divert more energy to comfort and suppress the refugees. 

 

All of a sudden, chaos ensued. 

In his previous life, the foreign enemies had charged in with a fierce momentum, and there was no way 

for the people to retreat. Now that the three Universal Civilizations had the time to prepare for war, 

citizens were given an option. There were pros and cons to this and they would not be able to achieve a 

state where everyone was a soldier like in Han Xiao’s previous life. 

At the Beyond Grade A Association headquarters… 

Due to the large-scale deployment of the three Universal Civilizations’ troops, many Beyond Grade A 

organizations decided to change the location of the association’s headquarters. This planet located in 

the middle of the Flickering World had already been moved to Black Star’s territory. 

Ever since a large number of Beyond Grade As had rushed to the frontlines, the Beyond Grade A 

Association had entered a hiatus. Han Xiao and the other participants had returned to the association, 

and after a year or so, they once again convened a full meeting. 

In the round table conference room, many association members were gathered. Compared to the seats 

that were full before the battle, there were many empty seats. Every empty seat represented a sacrifice. 

“… to summarize, in at least 11 years, the World Tree will invade the mainland and reach the border of 

the Flickering World…” 

Han Xiao’s tone was low as he recounted the outcome of the battle conference he had with the three 

Universal Civilizations. 

Hearing this information, all the Beyond Grade As present had solemn expressions. 

“11 years is too soon…” 

 

A Beyond Grade A could not help but speak with a worried tone. 

In the eyes of a Beyond Grade A, this amount of time would pass in the blink of an eye. The shocking 

attack of the World Tree breaking through the intercepting circle left a deep impression on the 

participants. When they thought about how the endless green tide would invade their territory soon, 

like a disaster that devoured everything, covering the entire explored universe bit by bit, everyone 

subconsciously tensed up and became extremely fearful. 

Kasuyi knocked on the table and encouraged, “On the bright side, we still have at least eleven years to 

prepare. After fighting with the World Tree this year, we have also discovered many of our 

shortcomings. We can use this opportunity to improve ourselves.” Because he knew the truth about the 

Sanctums and the Iterations, he had always been a firm believer of the warring faction. He was another 

pillar of support other than Han Xiao. 



However, after he finished speaking, the participants of the battles did not respond like before. They 

only remained silent, and the members of the Association in the avoidance faction had their differences, 

and naturally would not show any signs of approval. 

Dillon placed his elbows on the table, took in everyone’s expressions, and sneered. “Tsk, I told you long 

ago that your attitude will change after you experience the war. Now you know that I made the correct 

choice, right? Look at all of you. You were so passionate when you set off, but now? You were all beaten 

back by the enemy! You sacrificed so many members of the association but still failed to stop the 

enemy. Tell me, what’s the use of sacrificing these people? It was just a waste of our only chance to 

revive.” 

Hearing this, most of the participants clenched their fists and claws. They were clearly enraged, but no 

one spoke up. 

What Dillon said had touched a raw nerve in their hearts. In the galactic battlefield of a hundred billion, 

many people felt how minuscule they were. Seeing those Beyond Grade As who usually called the shots 

in the galactic society die one after another, their belief in participating in the battle was shaken. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao frowned and heavily spoke out. 

“Alright, shut up. At least we managed to cooperate with the three Universal Civilizations and delay the 

World Tree’s invasion for a year.” 

“Ha, a mere year…” 

Dillon curled his lips in disapproval, but he did not dare say anything more under Han Xiao’s glare. 

Han Xiao did not look at him anymore. He looked at everyone and slowly said, “No matter what, these 

eleven years is the last preparation period. We can’t waste it. I will use the Evolution Cube and a series 

of Universal Treasures to increase your strength unconditionally. The others who have similar Universal 

Treasures should do the same. You have all been in the position of ‘galactic big shots’ for too long. Some 

of you have not been able to improve for a long time and have already wasted your training. I suggest 

everyone undergo special training. Be as strong as you can.” 

“What special training? Who’s doing the training?” Kohler was curious. 

Han Xiao announced. 

“The peak Beyond Grade As of the various systems will all be the mentors, imparting experience and 

guiding routes. As the Chief Instructor, I will be coordinating all the special training plans. On one hand, 

we will work towards increasing everyone’s individual strengths, and on the other, your capabilities in 

working as a team. 

In addition, this will be live combat training. There’s no need to worry about getting injured, as Aurora 

will be in charge of healing. During times of peace, as the representatives of individual strength, we do 

not have the chance to fight frequently. Right now, this is no time to care about face or prestige. We 

have to increase our combat strength as much as possible, thus combat is the best way. Winning or 

losing is not important, the most crucial thing is to improve our abilities.” 

 



He did indeed want to increase the average combat power of the Beyond Grade As, but on the other 

hand, he also felt that this was a good excuse to find people to spar frequently. He might be able to 

obtain more abilities. 

Hearing this, everyone hesitated but did not object. 

At this moment, Secret Master solemnly spoke. “What if the three Universal Civilizations lose in the 

end?” Han Xiao looked downwards, before slowly speaking. 

“…I promise all of you that if things don’t work out, I won’t ask for anything else. I will take all of you out 

of the explored universe and head to the endless galaxy. Therefore, these eleven years will also be the 

time for us to move the resources of our Beyond Grade A organizations and prepare for our future.” 

Han Xiao was uncertain that the three Universal Civilizations would be able to defeat the World Tree. 

Now that the timeline was different, whether or not they would be able to find the World Tree’s main 

body was a complete mystery. This was still an unknown probability. If they could not find it, the three 

Universal Civilizations would have almost no chance of winning, thus he had also expected the worst 

and devised a backup plan for the association. 

If the three Universal Civilizations were really done for, he would also abandon this place without mercy. 

The universe was huge, and there was nowhere he could not go. 

The meeting lasted for a while more before everyone dispersed. After everyone had left, Han Xiao took 

out his communicator, contacted Oathkeeper, and asked about the progress of the Sanctum Key 

collection. The priority was still the First Sanctum, and the time flow was the most consistent. 

However, Oathkeeper replied that he had yet to gather the materials and would have to wait for some 

time. 

“I hope we can start the second round of recovery as soon as possible. The fighting spirit of the 

association members has been shaken.” 

Han Xiao thought to himself. 

Many of the revivors felt that they had used up their only chance to revive and would no longer need 

him in the future, so they did not listen to him. Now, they urgently needed to use the truth to correct 

these people’s thoughts. Only by showing their indispensability would they be able to amplify their 

words and make the Beyond Grade As rely on him more. 

At the same time, the two sisters walked out of the venue one after another. 

Suddenly, Hila stopped in her tracks. Aurora, who had her head lowered, bumped into her back as if she 

did not notice anything. She then regained her senses and looked up in confusion. 

“What’s wrong with you recently? Ever since the seal on your mind was removed, you’ve been in a 

strange state. You’ve been spacing out all the time, and it was the same during the meeting just now.” 

Hila turned around and sized Aurora up with a frown. 

“I…” Aurora clenched her fists and lowered her head. She hesitated and said,” I was just thinking if I was 

much stronger than now, would these things still have happened?” 



“Oh?” Hila raised her brows but did not reply. Aurora pursed her lips and muttered to herself, 

“Black Star once said that my current level is far from being able to unleash the true strength of this 

Esper Ability. If I become stronger, I can summon more Underworld Spirits at any time. If I become 

stronger, I will be able to resist the thought seal. If I become stronger, I won’t have such comrades dying 

in battle…” 

As she spoke, her voice grew increasingly disappointed and filled with reproach. 

“This is all because I’m not strong enough!” 

Hila looked at her quietly and waited for her to finish venting her emotions before speaking 

expressionlessly. “That’s right, it’s because you’re not strong enough! They’re all comforting you, saying 

that it’s not your fault, but in my eyes, it’s your problem. If you were at the peak Beyond Grade A level, 

all the losses in this battle could have been prevented!” Hearing this, Aurora twisted her fingers and felt 

even more ashamed. 

After becoming a Beyond Grade A a few years ago, she no longer had to be controlled by Black Star and 

Hila. Her heart was wild, and she felt like she was finally free to do whatever she wanted. 

Her Esper Ability could ensure her survival, and she had also inherited the powerful Underworld Spirit. 

She had also obtained a lot of support from the association members, and she even had the life-saving 

equipment that Black Star had given her. She had all kinds of trump cards since birth, so she relaxed and 

stopped training. Only after this setback did Aurora regret not training hard for the past few years. 

Aurora looked up into Hila’s eyes, bit her lower lip, and made up her mind. “Sis, can you give me special 

training?” Hila’s lips curled up into an almost undetectable smile. She then coldly spoke while holding a 

straight face, 

“Then be prepared. I won’t go easy on you.” 

Secondary dimension world. 

This was a space filled with black liquid, like a pitch-black ocean in which one would not be able to see 

their fingers even if they were stretched out in front of them. 

A fleet of spaceships was slowly advancing through it like submarines. 

This was one of the earliest divisions that the three Universal Civilizations had sent out. After a year of 

travel, they had long entered the depths of the secondary dimension and left the shallow areas 

controlled by the three Universal Civilizations. 

In one of the living cabins of the battleship, Harrison was pacing back and forth anxiously while chanting 

“In the main universe, the World Tree has already broken through the three Universal Civilizations’ 

encirclement. If we don’t speed up, the enemy will be able to invade our territory in no time… How do 

we find the thing His Excellency Black Star mentioned?” Due to the lack of communication in the 

secondary dimensions, the expedition team could not maintain stable communication with their 

hometown and could only occasionally report the situation. The last time they exchanged intelligence, 

the expedition team that Harrison was in received news that the intercepting circle was broken, which 

made him anxious. 



 

After more than a year of searching, the expedition team search could be called fruitless. They had not 

even seen a World Tree fleet. 

The secondary dimensions were endless. New dimensions were born every second, and the old 

dimensions were destroyed. The relationship between the secondary dimensions was unpredictable and 

constantly changing. If there were no specific coordinates, it would be much more difficult to search for 

something. 

“If I try my luck like this, the chances are too low. When will I be able to find clues…” 

Harrison clenched his fists. The thought of his hometown being threatened by the invaders made him 

feel uneasy. 

However, Harrison, who was immersed in his emotions, did not notice that there was a huge shadow 

swimming in the dark sea outside the porthole. It was almost impossible to tell its shape apart in the 

darkness. The strange thing was that even the radar of the fleet did not detect it. 

 

Chapter 1365 Training and Abnormality 

The destruction of the intercepting circle meant that the war had entered a new phase. The World Tree 

had the coordinates from the Kunde Race refugees. The army left behind temporary strongholds along 

the way and split into many routes as they headed toward the Flickering World. They were like green 

roots that grew endlessly in the universe, slowly extending toward the territories of the three Universal 

Civilizations. 

The three Universal Civilizations used their super long-range weapons and harassment tactics to stall the 

enemy. 

The players did not react much to the loss of the interception circle, and their morale was not affected. 

In their eyes, it was just a normal development of the main storyline. At most, some storyline-loving 

players would post on the forums to analyze the subsequent war trends, and most of it was just 

speculation. 

The biggest impact was the main storyline mission of the players which was currently in progress. The 

requirements and the terms of guarding the intercepting circle had been changed to try to stop the 

World Tree’s advance. 

However, most of the players were quite happy. The Spacetime Splicing Technology had become useful 

again. They were able to work after being laid off, and they had many more opportunities to work. 

 

In times of war, mercenaries like the players were the happiest. The reward level of the mission had 

increased by a few levels, and their wallets were filled up at a few times the speed. 



During the harassment phase, the three Universal Civilizations had left a large number of suicide squad 

positions for the players, which made things easier for the Great Mechanic Han. He did not have to 

divert his attention to fertilize the players, instead, focusing his attention elsewhere. 

Flickering World, Black Star territory. 

A huge metal fortress was suspended in the space, it was triangular with a thin magnetic field binding 

track extending out from each corner. They looked like transparent pipes, but they were actually rapid 

shuttle corridors connected to crescent-shaped mechanical devices at the end. These three devices 

were like suction cups, sucking the three Fixed Stars from afar. They were all stars that had been 

migrated, and after special treatments such as gravitational restraints and energy restraints, they were 

very stable. The three crescent-shaped mechanical devices were called Star Guiding devices, which were 

used to guide the energy of the stars. This was a model used for individual training. It could be used for 

body tempering, charging, and endurance enhancement by adjusting the output power of the star’s 

energy. 

 

This metal fortress was a specially built training ground. It was equipped with all kinds of top-notch 

training facilities such as Fixed Star cultivation room for star energy body tempering, environment 

simulation rooms for converting various cosmic radiation, ultra-high extreme density gravity rooms, and 

so on. There were also training-type Universal Treasures provided by the three Universal Civilizations 

and many Beyond Grade As that could stimulate the potential of different races and systems. It could be 

called the best training ground for Supers in the entire explored universe. 

Those who could undergo training here were not ordinary people. More than 95% of the Beyond Grade 

A seeds in the entire explored universe had been sent here, regardless of whether they were regular 

people or civilizations’ direct members. At the same time, there were also other Calamity Grades with 

potential that various organizations had selected 

In the open-air square of the training ground, a small crowd had already formed a formation. They 

looked at the row of figures in front of them with almost fanaticism, and most of their gazes were 

focused on Han Xiao who was in the center. 

“All of you are Calamity Grades. I believe I do not need to explain why you are here. From today 

onwards, all the facilities here will be provided to you for free. We will set up a training schedule for you, 

and when we are free, we will discuss the problems you face during your training…” 

As Han Xiao spoke, he scanned the crowd before him. 

Establishing this training ground was also the intention of the three Universal Civilizations. Originally, the 

direct descendants had all received training in the various military bases, but now, they had all been 

sent over by the three Universal Civilizations. The people in front of them were all high-level Calamity 

Grades, including all the peak Supers in the explored universe below Beyond Grade As. 

The purpose of providing the best facilities, the strongest teachers, and the best resources was to 

produce as many Beyond Grade As as possible in the next eleven years. Facing the suffocating power of 

the World Tree, the three Universal Civilizations could not care less about the imbalance of Supers. 



“Understood!” 

Hadavy shouted excitedly, and the hundreds of Beyond Grade A seeds who had already joined the Black 

Star Army immediately echoed. Under their leadership, the people of other organizations also 

responded. 

 

Han Xiao glanced at him. There were quite a few familiar faces among them, including the Beyond Grade 

A seeds of the Black Star Army. Lagi, Hadavy, Jotina, Nero, Mia, and the others were among them. 

However, not all of the potential individuals participated in the training. Some of the golden leeks that 

they had high hopes for such as Karlot and Evans, were privately given special treatment. 

“However, let’s get this straight. All those who become Beyond Grade As in the training camp must 

participate in the war unconditionally and use it as your tuition fee. Otherwise, we will take back your 

strength. This is a deal, and it’s not too late to back out now.” 

Hearing this, the excitement on everyone’s faces did not change at all. They already knew the price. 

However, the value of the training this time was extraordinary. Most of the Beyond Grade A seeds here 

grew on their own. In the past, there was no such thing as free use of such a treasure, and now they 

could even ask for help from different Beyond Grade As casually. Even if they joined a Beyond Grade A 

organization, they would not receive such treatment. Compared to this benefit, joining the battle was 

nothing. 

Just as everyone was getting excited, an odd mutter sounded from the crowd. 

“Sigh, I have to sacrifice myself in the war anyway. What’s the point of training harder…” 

Han Xiao’s eyes twitched. 

The style was too obvious. He did not even have to look to know who was speaking. He immediately 

emphasized: 

“Our training course is compulsory. We will not allow any form of laziness, and we will strictly control 

the rest time. Some people better pay attention.” 

“Sigh, totalitarianism…” The same voice sighed. 

Han Xiao ignored Lagi and continued. 

“Alright, I won’t say anything else. I’ve already made the corresponding timetable for each of you. These 

instructors will be in charge of training you. Training starts immediately. From now on, don’t waste any 

second.” 

As he spoke, the Beyond Grade As beside him took away the Calamity Grades to train them separately. 

Some ordinary Beyond Grade As who did not have much room to improve were more passionate about 

being instructors. As long as they could groom one more comrade, they would be able to share the 

pressure. Their experience was also precious to Calamity Grades. 

“I hope that in eleven years, more than ten Beyond Grade As will be born…” 



Han Xiao thought to himself. 

Gathering all the potential stocks in the universe to help them grow, there was a chance to produce a 

double-digit number of Beyond Grade As in eleven years, which was equivalent to a batch of already 

grown leeks. 

 

With his targeted training, the guidance of Beyond Grade As, and the support of a large number of 

resources, the probability of a high-level Calamity Grade completing the last step would increase many 

times. 

Watching the group of potential stocks being taken away for training, Han Xiao turned to the other 

Beyond Grade As and nodded. 

“The same goes for us. If you need anything, I can give you some training advice.” 

There were two groups of people training. One was Calamity Grades, and the other was Beyond Grade 

As. Of course, the two were different, and he was in charge of the latter. 

The Beyond Grade As had been watching from the side the entire time. They looked at each other, 

feeling a little awkward. 

Those who could advance to Beyond Grade A were all geniuses who had found their paths. They had 

always been exploring their own path of cultivation, and many of them were not used to suddenly 

receiving guidance from others. 

However, Han Xiao’s prestige was very high. Everyone present had agreed to the training plan that he 

had proposed during the regular meeting, so they could not go back on their words now. All of them 

came up one after another to be poked by Han Xiao. 

Han Xiao used this opportunity to collect the information of most Beyond Grade As and analyzed their 

abilities. 

Why do I feel like a Pokemon trainer… After analyzing for a while, this thought suddenly appeared in 

Han Xiao’s mind. 

On the other side, when the Beyond Grade As saw Black Star accurately pointing out their weaknesses 

and even giving them effective training plans, they could not help but be stunned. 

They knew that Black Star had great foresight, but it was all hearsay and not true. Now that they had 

personally witnessed this, they could not help but be interested. “You didn’t grow so quickly because of 

this ability, did you?” Oulou was surprised. 

“To a certain extent, that’s true.” Han Xiao shrugged. 

“I should give you the title of Super mentor. If you were in the Federation of Light, I might have lost my 

job,” Verena had a helpless expression. 

“Don’t worry, it’s not too late to lose your job.” Han Xiao could not be bothered to speak. After 

distributing the training plans, he urged everyone to hurry up and cultivate. Although he really wanted 



to find someone to spar with and try to draw abilities, the training had just begun, so it was better to let 

others get used to it first. 

The many Beyond Grade As dispersed. This was not their training ground. Han Xiao had modified some 

planets nearby to serve as a temporary training ground for the Beyond Grade As. In the next eleven 

years, most of them would move around this area. However, it was only limited to the ordinary Beyond 

Grade As and some high-level Beyond Grade As. Kasuyi, Manison, Hila, and the others all had their own 

special training route, so they did not need to come for training. 

After doing all this, Han Xiao was about to return to the workshop to continue his research when his 

communicator suddenly rang. The caller was the department leader in charge of contacting the 

secondary dimension expedition team. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, I have some bad news for you. In our last contact, we discovered that the 

fleet carrying the emissary you sent out has disappeared. We are currently unable to contact them.” 

“Missing?” 

Han Xiao activated the Observer’s Mark. 

Before Harrison left, he had used his Void Talent to set up an Observer’s Mark on Harrison. Because he 

had not obtained anything in a long time, he did not check on Harrison all the time. The last time he 

checked was a day and a half ago. Everything was normal. 

He activated his ability, and his vision suddenly changed. All that was left was darkness, and he could not 

see Harrison at all. 

Before he could observe carefully, his vision suddenly disappeared, proving that the Observer’s Mark 

had been destroyed. 

“What did they encounter in the secondary dimension world?” 

Han Xiao frowned. Being able to remove his Observer’s Mark meant that there was a high chance of the 

appearance of Beyond Grade A energy level. 

Without hesitation, he changed into a specific King and teleported to the throne that Harrison had taken 

away. 

With a flash of light, the surroundings spun. Han Xiao had already arrived in a black, deep sea-like space. 

There was nothing else around him. 

The throne should have been stored in Harrison’s room, but at this moment, the fleet was gone, 

Harrison and the other crew members were nowhere to be seen. Only the throne was left floating 

alone. 

“What is this place?” 

Han Xiao looked around and was surprised to find that his energy sense seemed to have disappeared. 

He could not even sense the situation in this deep sea-like area. The radar of his mechanical suit was 

also malfunctioning, and his vision was greatly suppressed. 



He released a group of detectors and connected them with his Mechanical Force. However, the 

detectors only flew for a short distance before they suddenly disconnected, and he could no longer 

sense them. It was as if they were swallowed by this black sea. Han Xiao tried to shoot a few energy 

beams in one direction, but there was no reaction. 

“This is a strange secondary dimension. What did Harrison encounter?” 

 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

The secondary dimension world was filled with all kinds of possibilities, and anything could happen. It 

was very complicated, and this expedition team had been in there for more than a year, so he could not 

be sure what had happened. 

Just as Han Xiao was about to start searching for this secondary dimension, a huge pressure suddenly 

came from all directions. A loud sound rang as if this black sea suddenly pressed toward Han Xiao. 

At the same time, a cold mental wave suddenly invaded his mind, and a solemn voice sounded. 

“Foreign high-level life form, leave immediately. Otherwise, you will become the Realmless King’s 

enemy!” 

 

Chapter 1366 Realmless King 

Realmless King? What the hell was that? It sounded quite scary. Han Xiao raised his brows with interest. 

It would have been slightly troublesome if the problem here was just a secondary dimension with 

strange rules. However, this was an actual sentient being that could communicate. 

He felt as though he was in the deep sea. The huge water pressure came from all angles, covering the 

sky and earth. However, this bit of pressure only made his body tighten slightly, causing almost no 

damage. Compared to the Dragon Emperor’s force field, this bit of strength could not even be 

considered a massage. At most, it felt like he was wearing a tight suit. 

The secondary dimension world was extremely dangerous, but once one reached the level of a peak 

Beyond Grade A, most dangers would no longer pose a threat, especially since he was one of the best 

among the peak Beyond Grade As. As long as this being was not an anomaly like the Celestial Star 

Alliance, it would not be a problem. 

Han Xiao floated on the spot and ignored the pressure around him. 

“What is Realmless King?” 

 

As soon as he said that, another message came with an even more majestic aura. 

“Realmless King was born in the Black Space Storm and rose from the void and unorthodoxy. He is the 

master of millions of dimensions, the hunter of millions of worlds. Any life form that enters his territory 

is a servant under the King’s authority!” 



Woah! The scene suddenly turned magical. 

“Not bad. With such a long title, I feel like he’s almost catching up to me.’ Han Xiao grinned. 

 

It sounded like a powerful dimension deity entrenched in a deep layer secondary dimension. If an 

ordinary Beyond Grade A were to encounter it, their lives might be in danger. Unfortunately for them, 

he was not an ordinary Beyond Grade A. While he was deep in thought, this voice became more and 

more powerful, as if a huge bell was ringing in his mind, echoing with a powerful buzz. “Foreign life 

form, leave this place immediately, or I will expel you!” 

“Wanna try?” 

Han Xiao raised his brows and activated the cells in his body. It was as though he had activated a mini 

reactor and pumped out energy. 

Chi! 

Golden electric arcs shot out of his body, leaving a burning trail of light as if splitting the surrounding 

black sea. With a flip of his palm, a light blue psionic energy appeared in it, releasing spherical shock 

waves as if it was stirring up endless ripples on the surface of the sea. 

Although he did not know what was going on in this secondary dimension, his previous probing was 

ineffective. It was most likely because he did use enough energy. 

Because he was worried that he would hurt Harrison and the expedition fleet, Han Xiao did not explode 

the entire secondary dimension with too much energy. Instead, he controlled his energy output and 

increased it bit by bit. 

At the start, there was no change. The explosive energy was like a rock sinking into the ocean, and it did 

not cause any reaction. However, after a while, the black liquid substance that filled the entire space 

started to vibrate. It seemed to have exceeded the limit of its endurance, causing huge waves. 

Boom! 

 

Amidst the tremors, Han Xiao could feel the strong undercurrents shooting toward him. At the same 

time, he felt a sharp pain in his brain as he got hit by the enemy’s mental attacks. However, to him, it 

was no different from scratching an itch. With just a blink, his HP was full. 

There was something strange about this black liquid. It caused his energy perception to fail, and his 

radar to be ineffective. He could not find the other party, so he could only use violence to force the 

other party to appear. If this was a dimensional consciousness, then the dimension itself was the other 

party’s body. If he released energy inside, it would be equivalent to giving the other party an enema. 

The other party would not be able to last long. 

Not long after, the entire space was shaking violently, as though it was going to explode and disintegrate 

at any time. The mental attacks were getting weaker and weaker, and extremely dangerous, but once 

one reached the level of a peak Beyond Grade A, most dangers would no longer pose a threat, especially 



since he was one of the best among the peak Beyond Grade As. As long as this being was not an 

anomaly like the Celestial Star Alliance, it would not be a problem. 

Han Xiao floated on the spot and ignored the pressure around him. “What is Realmless King?” 

As soon as he said that, another message came with an even more majestic aura. 

“Realmless King was born in the Black Space Storm and rose from the void and unorthodoxy. He is the 

master of millions of dimensions, the hunter of millions of worlds. Any life form that enters his territory 

is a servant under the King’s authority!” 

Woah! The scene suddenly turned magical. 

“Not bad. With such a long title, I feel like he’s almost catching up to me.” 

Han Xiao grinned. 

It sounded like a powerful dimension deity entrenched in a deep layer secondary dimension. If an 

ordinary Beyond Grade A were to encounter it, their lives might be in danger. Unfortunately for them, 

he was not an ordinary Beyond Grade A. 

While he was deep in thought, this voice became more and more powerful, as if a huge bell was ringing 

in his mind, echoing with a powerful buzz. 

“Foreign life form, leave this place immediately, or I will expel you!” “Wanna try?” Han Xiao raised his 

brows and activated the cells in his body. It was as though he had activated a mini reactor and pumped 

out energy. 

Chi! 

Golden electric arcs shot out of his body, leaving a burning trail of light as if splitting the surrounding 

black sea. 

With a flip of his palm, a light blue psionic energy appeared in it, releasing spherical shock waves as if it 

was stirring up endless ripples on the surface of the sea. Although he did not know what was going on in 

this secondary dimension, his previous probing was ineffective. It was most likely because he did use 

enough energy. 

Because he was worried that he would hurt Harrison and the expedition fleet, Han Xiao did not explode 

the entire secondary dimension with too much energy. Instead, he controlled his energy output and 

increased it bit by bit. 

At the start, there was no change. The explosive energy was like a rock sinking into the ocean, and it did 

not cause any reaction. However, after a while, the black liquid substance that filled the entire space 

started to vibrate. It seemed to have exceeded the limit of its endurance, causing huge waves. 

Boom! 

Amidst the tremors, Han Xiao could feel the strong undercurrents shooting toward him. At the same 

time, he felt a sharp pain in his brain as he got hit by the enemy’s mental attacks. 

However, to him, it was no different from scratching an itch. With just a blink, his HP was full. 



There was something strange about this black liquid. It caused his energy perception to fail, and his 

radar to be ineffective. He could not find the other party, so he could only use violence to force the 

other party to appear. If this was a dimensional consciousness, then the dimension itself was the other 

party’s body. If he released energy inside, it would be equivalent to giving the other party an enema. 

The other party would not be able to last long. 

Not long after, the entire space was shaking violently, as though it was going to explode and disintegrate 

at any time. The mental attacks were getting weaker and weaker, and they were filled with pained 

emotions. 

Han Xiao looked around and narrowed his eyes. 

 

“Still not coming out? Do you really want me to inflate you?” 

As soon as he said that, the pressure around him suddenly became lighter. The black liquid-like 

substance shrank and turned into a whirlpool. The black sea flowed into it like a bathtub filled with 

water had its plug pulled out. 

As the black sea disappeared, Han Xiao’s energy perception quickly recovered, and his vision returned to 

normal. 

This secondary dimension was a white world without anything. It was like the prototype of a secondary 

dimension that had yet to be fully formed. It was also like all matter was swept away by the receding 

black sea. In the distant horizon, there was a black vortex that was getting smaller and smaller, sucking 

away all the black matter. It was about to open a spatial rift and escape. 

“Running? I will break your legs!” 

Han Xiao opened his hands, and mechanical soldiers appeared one after another. 

The mechanical army that appeared immediately released the binding force field and held onto this 

black mass, preventing it from moving. At the same time, they also used the secondary dimension 

spatial stabilization device to fix the spatial rift that the other party had torn out. 

This black liquid was extremely strange and slippery. However, under the control of Han Xiao’s 

mechanical army, it was still frozen in place and turned into a high-density liquid state. It kept changing 

its shape as though it was struggling At the same time, its mental energy fluctuations spread out in all 

directions with this liquid at the center. The solemn atmosphere from before was gone, and only shock 

and anger were left. “Foreign life form! You will pay the price for your actions. Realmless King will take it 

from you!” 

Han Xiao turned a deaf ear and told the mechanical army to increase the binding force field. He then 

took out a cylindrical container and stuffed the mass inside. The black mass was compressed into a fist-

sized liquid that floated in the container. Tiny electric arcs were attached to it, causing the liquid to jolt 

nonstop. It was extremely painful. 

This was a special equipment that he had used to capture Primal Esper Ability Entities. He did not expect 

it to be suitable for this strange substance. 



After locking it in the container, the liquid finally stopped. Han Xiao knocked on the outside of the 

container and asked curiously: 

“What are you? Also, did a fleet pass by here recently? Where did you take them?” 

“So you’re looking for those people. Looks like you’re a high-level life form in the main material 

universe!” The mental fluctuation of this liquid was unstable, and it was already covered in a layer of 

fear. However, it soon turned into anger. “I’m just one of the guardians of the millions of dimensions. 

I’ve already offered them to the Realmless King. If you have the guts, go find him!” 

“Offerings?” Han Xiao raised his brows. “Tell me everything you know… Forget it, since you’re not 

cooperating, I’ll just interrogate you.” 

Han Xiao injected his Mechanical Force into the container, and the container was instantly filled with 

lightning, forming a mini ion thunderstorm. This liquid was like a bug trapped in an electric mosquito 

swatter, crackling from the electricity. 

After torturing it for a while, Han Xiao finally got the information he wanted. 

This liquid life form was an energy field type life form, born in the secondary dimension of a nurturing 

type life form. This black liquid was the shell given to it by the so-called Realmless King. It called itself 

one of the guardians of the million dimensions, the confidant (doubtful) of the Realmless King. Its name 

was Bobanica, meaning ‘Erosion’ and ‘Swallowing’. 

Through this kind of black substance, the Realmless King devoured the matter and energy of the various 

dimensions and transformed them into his own ‘territory’. He occupied this area with a large number of 

guardians guarding the dimensions that he occupied. 

The fleet that Harrison was in had indeed been taken away by him. Through the special connection 

between the black liquid and the Realmless King, it had used dimensional teleportation and sent them 

to the ‘King’s Land’ where the Realmless King was. This was the main job of a guardian like Bobanica. 

The life forms that had been intercepted and sent to the Realmless King were called ‘offerings’. 

“Tsk, looks like I’ll have to find this Realmless King if I want to get them… I wonder if it’s a good or bad 

thing for Harrison to encounter something like this with his luck.” 

Han Xiao stroked his chin. 

He pondered for a few seconds, shook his head, changed into the Dimension Travel mechanical suit, set 

the coordinates given by Bobanica, and headed toward the Realmless King’s location. 

In the middle of a secondary dimension, on a huge platform that looked like a black crystal, Harrison was 

floating in midair. His eyes wer closed, as though he had lost consciousness, but his face was filled with 

pain. One end of the black fog-like energy stream was connected to his glabella while the other end was 

connected to a gigantic black finger. Light flowed on the finger. The owner of the finger was a black 

entity the size of a mountain. It had a human form and had many heads and arms. It was sitting on a 

black throne—it was the Realmless King. After a while, the Realmless King retracted its energy stream, 

and Harrison lost the ability to float. He fell onto the platform and was still unconscious. 

“Interesting. With that tree finding a new prey, I can harvest delicious souls again…” 



The Realmless King let out a deep laugh, but in the ears of others, it would only be a frenzied roar. 

As a powerful entity in a secondary dimension, the soul of a life form was a rare delicacy. However, it 

could not completely descend into the main material universe and could only project a portion of its 

power. Furthermore, the main material universe was extremely vast. Without coordinates, one could 

only wander the endless universe, and it was very difficult to find life. 

At this moment, he had absorbed the memories of these life forms from the main material universe, 

learned the coordinates of the three Universal Civilizations, and also knew that the famous World Tree 

Civilization was fighting with them. In his eyes, this was a feast to harvest souls. 

Under normal circumstances, even a powerful dimensional entity like him was afraid of the power of a 

Universal Civilization and was unwilling to provoke them. 

However, if a Universal Civilization were to fall into war, the situation would be different. He still had the 

guts to take advantage of the situation. 

“After provoking that tree, your doomsday is almost here. Hehe, rather than becoming its servants, you 

might as well become my food… However, the World Tree actually has the weakness of a main body? 

This is the first time I’ve learned of it.” 

The Realmless King moved its body, producing a rustling sound like countless insects crawling 

Then, countless eyes on his body turned to look at the unconscious Harrison on the platform. Greed and 

desire appeared in the eyes, but they quickly suppressed them. “It’s rare to meet a life form with such 

strong luck. If I eat you, my causal force will increase by a level… It’s a pity that the guy behind you isn’t 

easy to deal with. It would be better to make a deal with him.” 

The Realmless King looked away. 

From Harrison’s memories, he saw Han Xiao and knew that they had a close relationship. 

He was extremely wary of the top-notch experts of the main material universe. It was precisely because 

of Black Star that he did not dare eat Harrison immediately. The Realmless King knew that this was one 

of the mediums of the causal force, but he did not intend to violate it. This was because there was a high 

chance that he would pay the price for violating the causal force. If he ate Harrison, the price would 

most likely be this Black Star coming to fight him to death. 

Right at this moment, a black mass suddenly fell from the sky filled with black fog and floated in front of 

the Realmless King. It contained the emergency message from Bobanica before he was captured, 

showing the image of Han Xiao releasing energy to open up the black sea. 

 

“Oh? He came so quickly. It seems like this useless thing, Bobanica, will not be able to escape his grasp. 

He will give me my coordinates. This is good too. Wait for him to come and find me.” 

Seeing this, the Realmless King changed his posture and waited for Han Xiao to come. Black Star was 

very powerful and might be able to threaten his life, but the Realmless King did not panic at all. 



In terms of secondary dimension exploration, the World Tree was far ahead of the three Universal 

Civilizations. Although the Realmless King had no dealings with the World Tree Civilization, he knew how 

to send a message to the World Tree Family. 

The intelligence that he had obtained from the expedition team contained the coordinates of the 

secondary dimensions of the three Universal Civilizations as well as various other information. This was 

the best bargaining chip that he could use. He believed that the World Tree would be very willing to 

accept this gift 

However, the Realmless King did not intend to tell them. After all, he did not want to have too much 

contact with the World Tree. In comparison, he was more interested in Black Star, the guest of a new 

Universal Civilization. 

 

Chapter 1367 Unexpected Deal 

The flowing light particles formed an endless tunnel in front of him. There was only a single point of light 

at the end, and time and space were pulled into an infinite line in his senses. He did not know how much 

distance he had crossed or how much time he had spent, but it felt like only an instant. 

Countless strange scenes flashed past outside the tunnel, and his body seemed to have turned into 

smoke. For a moment, he could not feel the existence of his body, and all his senses that were used to 

explore the world were mixed together. However, the next moment, all his senses returned to normal, 

and his vision suddenly changed. He had arrived in a new space. 

Endless black fog pervaded the area and red lightning flashed from time to time. It was like dark clouds 

that were brewing lightning, or dark clouds from a volcanic eruption. It was like the end of the world. 

A black mountain range flowing with lava-like scarlet light was floating in the black fog like an island. The 

mountain peak at the center was steep and tall, and a rusty dark gold chain was wrapped around it, 

forming spiral-like patterns. It was connected to a black crystal-like platform that was suspended in the 

air, and on it sat a gigantic black figure the size of a mountain. Countless red eyes turned in unison and 

looked over. 

“Oh my, isn’t this going to cost me my sanity?” 

 

Han Xiao smacked his lips. He took a look at the scenery of this secondary dimension with interest and 

captured a photo as a memento. Otherwise, if they were to fight later, he might accidentally crush this 

place. 

Looking up at the mountain-like figure, Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

“You’re the Realmless King?” 

It had to be said that this guy’s appearance was quite scary. Ordinary people would probably be shocked 

to the point of losing their minds at first glance, triggering a deep-seated phobia of giant creatures. 

However, Han Xiao was used to seeing all kinds of things, so this scene did not have any impact on him 

at all. The shock was far less than a fleet salvo during the interception battle. 



 

“Yes, I was waiting for you, Black Star,” the Realmless King replied slowly. 

“You know me?” 

Han Xiao was a little surprised. He looked down at Bobanica in his hands and remembered that he did 

not mention his name. Could it be that his name had already spread from the main universe to the 

secondary dimensions? “I know why you’re here. You want to take this fleet and this intelligent creature 

called Harrison away, right? I learned about your civilization from their memories.” 

The Realmless King sat still, but the black fog in the sky suddenly moved away, revealing a fleet. It was 

the missing expedition team of the three Universal Civilizations. However, it was only shown for a 

moment before the black fog covered it again, making it impossible to sense. 

The unconscious Harrison flew up from the platform and hovered in front of it. 

Han Xiao’s eyes flashed, but he was not in a hurry to make a move. He asked curiously, “I see. Then why 

are you waiting for me here?” 

The Realmless King did not reply immediately. He slowly said, “I usually digest the prey I capture 

immediately, but I learned your name from their memories. To be honest, I’m very afraid of you high-

level life forms in the main material universe. Because of your existence, I did not eat them 

immediately.” 

“You’re quite cool-headed.” 

Han Xiao sized up the Realmless King with surprise. 

 

Your cowardice saved you, baby! 

Just from the memories of Harrison and the others, he knew that I was their backer, so he did not dare 

to attack the expedition team… It seems that I am still very intimidating. 

Seeing that the other party was giving him face, Han Xiao’s expression softened a little. He stretched out 

his hand and said with a smile, “In that case, I don’t mind being friends with you. Let them go first.” 

However, the Realmless King shook his head. “I didn’t say I would return them to you.” 

Hearing this, Han Xiao paused. “If you’re not willing to provoke me, and you don’t want to return the 

people, what are you going to do?” 

“I want to make a deal with you.” 

“Deal? Although you didn’t eat these people, you captured them and brought them here. I don’t owe 

you any favors. You want to use these people as bargaining chips? It’s difficult.” 

Han Xiao replied casually. 

The Realmless King said slowly: 



“No, my bargaining chip is the intelligence of the three Universal Civilizations in their memories. You 

guys are fighting a war with the World Tree, and I believe the World Tree will definitely like this 

intelligence. They will be able to find your secondary dimension territory, and I happen to have a way to 

contact the members of the World Tree.” 

This news was out of his expectations. Han Xiao’s eyes narrowed, and he immediately put down his 

hands. 

“Threatening me? Are you tired of living?” 

“It’s not a threat, it’s just self-preservation. Even if you agree to make a deal with me, I’m afraid that 

you’ll take revenge on me after I return the person to you. I don’t have the confidence to win against 

you… And with this trump card, I believe my safety will be guaranteed. This is the basis of the deal.” 

The Realmless King’s tone was matter-of-fact. 

“…How can I believe you when you say that you can contact the members of the World Tree? Do you 

think you can scare me with just a few words? It’s not that I don’t dare to bet that you know the term 

from their memories. Show me the evidence.” 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

The Realmless King did not mind and explained: 

“I understand what you mean, but I’m not lying to you. Although you and the World Tree fought in the 

main material universe, the secondary dimension world is their base camp. They have devoured 

secondary dimensions one after another for countless years. 

 

However, the secondary dimensions are endless, and the World Tree does not eat every single one of 

them. Its main method of expansion is to take root and imprint the secondary dimensions into their 

territory, turning them into territories that allow them to travel quickly. For some special secondary 

dimensions, they don’t even interfere with them and instead focus on observation and research. 

At the same time, they sent out countless members to explore the outside world, spreading the name of 

the World Tree and its connection channels. It’s similar to what they did in the main material universe. 

One of their exploration teams passed by my outer territory, and one of my guardians received a lot of 

information and reported it to me…” 

As he spoke, the Realmless King shared a small portion of his memories through mental communication. 

Han Xiao did a check, but there were no signs of forgery. He did indeed have the contact information of 

the World Tree members, and he was a little annoyed. 

“This is a little tricky… There’s no 100% chance of stopping the information leak if I try to kill this guy. If 

the World Tree starts a secondary dimensional battlefront, our situation will become worse.’ Han Xiao’s 

eyes sparkled, and he quickly calculated. 

The World Tree’s main body was rooted in the secondary dimension, and this was its territory. Although 

its main body was found in his previous life, if not for the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation 



Device transporting to the central area and launching a sneak attack, it would have been almost 

impossible for frontal attacks to pass through the secondary dimension defense circle near the World 

Tree’s main body. Right now, the three Universal Civilizations were in a good situation. One of the 

reasons was that the World Tree did not have the time to figure out the secondary dimension territory 

of the three Universal Civilizations like in his previous life and did not activate this battlefront, which 

reduced the pressure on them. 

Seeing the change in Han Xiao’s expression, the Realmless King spoke again. 

“You don’t have to worry about me using this as leverage to threaten you. With the abilities of high-level 

life forms like you, even if your civilization is destroyed, there’s a high chance that you can escape. At 

that time, this trump card won’t be able to protect me anymore… So, you can rest assured. I just want to 

make a deal with you. I won’t force you to do anything overboard. As long as you don’t attack me, 

there’s no need for me to tell on you. Trust me, no one is willing to take the initiative to have dealings 

with the World Tree.” 

The Realmless King’s tone was sincere. Although he had a hold on him, he did not dare make any 

outrageous requests. He did not think that this trump card could support him in doing whatever he 

wanted in front of the other party. In his eyes, it was just a qualification to make a deal with the other 

party. 

Han Xiao stroked his chin and looked at the Realmless King thoughtfully. 

This Realmless King was a powerful dimensional deity, and his name was very intimidating. However, he 

remained humble in front of Han Xiao. Although he had a hold on him, he did not act tough. Instead, he 

was a little cowardly. 

Han Xiao pondered for a few seconds and suppressed his hostility. “… Tell me about your deal. What do 

you want me to do for you?” 

“There are only two things. One is that after the battle breaks out, you will allow me to project my 

power and harvest the souls of those who died in battle, as well as some destroyed battleships. The 

materials of the main universe are quite valuable to us.” 

Are you trying to snatch business from the Underworld? 

Furthermore, you’re working part-time to retrieve the wreckage of the battleship. Are you a galactic 

scavenger ? 

Han Xiao’s expression became strange. He looked around at the slowly flowing black fog and felt that 

the Realmless King suddenly looked like a trash station owner. 

“…What about the second matter?” 

“I once had a special secondary dimension, but it was snatched away by another group of dimensional 

entities. They are not easy to deal with, and I have never been able to deal with them. I hope you can 

help me snatch it back.” 

Han Xiao smacked his lips and said: 



“I can help you with these two things, but since you said that the method of snitching is only to protect 

yourself and not threaten me, I won’t take it as a bargaining chip. The price you offered isn’t suitable, so 

I need more.” “What do you want?” The Realmless King did not reject the bargain. 

“I need more information about the World Tree’s force in the secondary dimension. Tell me everything 

you know. Also, I want some black matter for research. Finally… Maybe we can work together to deal 

with the World Tree. They have been expanding in the secondary dimension and will arrive at your 

territory sooner or later. It’s best to strike first,” Han Xiao said slowly. 

“I can promise you the first two points. As for dealing with the World Tree, forget it. I can’t afford to 

provoke them either. I’ll just hide.” 

As expected, the Realmless King rejected. 

Han Xiao smiled. 

“Don’t be too afraid. The World Tree has the weakness of the main body. As long as the main body is 

destroyed, your threat will be resolved once and for all. Isn’t that good? Also, you might even be able to 

free a large number of souls to be your food.” 

Although Harrison and the others had been captured, causing the leak of information to appear, with 

Harrison’s luck, he could turn bad luck into good luck. From a good perspective, this was also an 

opportunity for him to find out about the World Tree’s force in the secondary dimension. 

Therefore, he did not launch an attack. Instead, he was trying to see if he could pull in a new ally. After 

all, he was once the successor of socialism, and it had become a habit to unite all forces. 

“It sounds very tempting, but I’m not sure if the main body really exists. Let’s talk about it after you find 

it.” 

The Realmless King did not comment. Seeing this, Han Xiao did not force him. He already knew that the 

other would not agree so easily, and only mentioned this topic. 

At this moment, a notification popped up on the interface. 

You have triggered the mission (Transaction with the Realmless King]! 

Mission Introduction: For some reason, the Realmless King has something to ask of you. He has 

proposed a deal with you. 

 

Mission Requirements: Retrieve the target’s secondary dimension. 

Reward: 250 Billion EXP,+25 Realmless King Favorability, x1 Character Summon Card. 

Remarks: This mission may have unknown effects. Please accept carefully. 

Han Xiao was curious. 

What kind of secondary dimension was it that the Realmless King would risk offending him to snatch it 

back… Could this be his wife 



 

Chapter 1368 Strange Encounter and Lies 

Seemingly noticing Han Xiao’s confusion, the Realmless King explained with a deep voice. 

“This secondary dimension is nurturing one of my children. It was a special case, as it was still an 

embryo, yet to take form when it was taken away. The dimension entities that took it planned to eat it 

after it matured, so I hope that you can snatch it back while protecting the secondary dimension from 

shattering.” 

“So, it’s not your wif… cough, I’ll try my best.” Han Xiao hid his words with a cough, before asking, “By 

the way, what is the origin of that dimension?” 

Realmless King shifted his sitting posture, before slowly speaking, 

“They are external dimension entities. I was born in this area, and this area is my territory. Originally, I 

was the only overlord life form here, and there were no natural enemies or competitors. However, 

when those dimension entities arrived here from the spatial storm, my situation changed. They targeted 

me and settled down at the edge of my territory. I tried to expel them many times, but I failed. 

However, they could not do anything to me either…” 

 

Following the Realmless King’s explanation, Han Xiao quickly understood the situation. 

The secondary dimension world had its own ecosystem. Due to the uncertainty of space, the division of 

regions was usually marked by some special secondary dimension or overlord-level life forms. For 

example, the territory controlled by the Realmless King was a representative stable region. The areas 

outside this region were akin to the desolate universe belt of the main universe, except they were not 

only desolate but filled with unknowns. 

This was akin to being cut off from the rest of the world. It was just that the area was too vast, and they 

did not know the boundaries. Most of the stable regions did not know of each other’s existence, and 

they did not want to be discovered by outsiders. After all, the environment here was more dangerous, 

and it was difficult to breed a civilization. The life forms born were more particular about the law of the 

jungle where the strong preyed on the weak. 

However, order would also be found within the chaos. A small group of stable areas would usually 

maintain communications with each other, and for different reasons, their names would spread out and 

connect to other stable areas. Just like how the primitive tribes in the Wilderness discovered each other, 

they formed a new compound organization. 

 

The Realmless King was a member of the composite ecosystem. He knew the coordinates of several 

stable areas and had always been without problems. 

To put it simply, the situation that the Realmless King had encountered was that the local tyrant had 

met with a ‘roaming dragon’. The secondary dimension was so big, but the other party refused to leave 

and even wanted to target him. Thus, it turned into a neighbor dispute. 



Han Xiao had obtained information about these few dimensional entities from the mental messages that 

the other party had shared. They were the accumulated experiences of the Realmless King fighting them 

over the years, displaying their various abilities. 

However, this information only had a little bit of reference value to him. As long as they fought, he 

would be able to obtain more detailed information through the combat information on the interface. 

Han Xiao did not take the Realmless King’s exaggerated description of the enemy too seriously. Although 

the secondary dimension world was strange and varied, as long as no one reached a higher level, the 

peak Beyond Grade As of the main universe would still be the predators at the top of the food chain. No 

matter how famous the dimension deities were, they would not appear impressive in front of him. 

“I understand. Send a projection over with 

me.” 

Han Xiao’s tone was casual. His body swayed, and a Lord’s Avatar separated from his body. Mechanical 

Force electric arcs surged out from his body and entered the Lord’s Avatar, activating the Lord’s Descent 

state. 

He did not plan to leave this place. His main body would stay behind to keep an eye on the Realmless 

King, in case he made any small moves. Sending the Lord’s Avatar would be enough to resolve this 

mission. “Alright, if you don’t mind, I hope to let him temporarily inherit my power. It will only be 

beneficial to him and not detrimental. Consider it a small apology.” 

The Realmless King raised an arm and waved it. Harrison spun around and landed in front of Han Xiao. 

His eyelids trembled, and he slowly opened his eyes. He looked like he had just woken up from a coma. 

 

As soon as he saw Han Xiao, Harrison’s eyes immediately focused and he slowly recalled what had 

happened before he fainted. His face immediately twitched, and an expression of disbelief appeared on 

his face. 

“Your Excellency Black Star?! I… I’m still alive?!” 

Han Xiao pressed down on Harrison’s shoulder and electric sparks appeared on his fingertips. He looked 

at the interface, nodded, and said, “Your vital signs are normal. It’s good that you’re okay.” 

“I still remember the fleet being attacked… Are you here to save me?” 

Harrison was touched. 

He still remembered his last memory before he fainted. The overwhelming black tide swallowed the 

entire fleet, and the fleet could not resist at all. He did not have time to do anything, and at that 

moment, he thought he was done for. Jenny’s beautiful face and shiny forehead flashed in his mind, and 

his heart was filled with reluctance and despair. Now that he had woken up and seen Han Xiao, 

Harrison’s uneasy heart instantly calmed down. His fear, panic, and nervousness instantly disappeared. 

He knew that Black Star’s arrival meant that he was fine. 

Before he could ask why Harrison felt his body turn around and look behind him. At the same time, a 

message appeared in his mind. 



“Kid, I’m the Realmless King. Relax your body and mind and accept my infusion.” 

As soon as Harrison turned around, he saw the strange sight of this dimension, as well as the terrifying 

body of the Lord of the Realmless. An instinctive fear rose from the depths of his soul, and it was like a 

chill that spread through his bones, freezing his body in an instant. 

However, the feeling disappeared in the blink of an eye. If he was alone, Harrison might have felt that he 

had gone crazy from fear. However, the moment he thought about how Black Star, his “father-level” 

universe expert, was standing right behind him, an incomparable sense of security immediately 

dispelled all the fear in his heart. 

Without fear, the explorer’s soul was immediately ignited. Harrison looked at the Realmless King, and 

his tone was filled with curiosity. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, what sort of thing is this?” 

“He’s not a thing. He’s called the Realmless King. He’s a life form from a secondary dimension. He’s 

basically a trash collector,” Han Xiao replied casually. He patted Harrison’s shoulder and said, “Listen to 

him. Relax and let him enter your body. It won’t hurt.” 

As soon as he said that, the Realmless King’s eyes blinked. The black fog around him seemed to be 

drawn toward the confused Harrison and entered his body. Very soon, thin black and red lines appeared 

on the surface of his body. They looked like bulging blood vessels, but they were messy and still twisting 

irregularly. However, Harrison did not feel any pain. He only felt his body burning. 

In places that he could not see, every cell in his body got cleansed by the black fog-like energy and 

underwent a positive mutation in the direction of optimization. Although he was still a low-level Super, 

his basic physique was rapidly improving. 

After a long while, the black and red lines on Harrison’s body finally converged on his chest, forming a 

mark. This represented the contract formed by the Realmless King. With it, he would be able to borrow 

the power of the Realmless King from afar in most environments. 

This kind of dimensional divine entity could project its power to life forms through contracts. This was 

also the main method for them to enter the main material universe. Some religious sects in the galaxy 

had connections with the dimensional divine spirits, and Han Xiao’s Underworld Mark followed a similar 

process. 

The amount of power that could be borrowed depended on the individual strength of the contractor 

and the level of the contract. For Han Xiao’s sake, the Realmless King had made the highest level 

contract. In times of danger, the Realmless King could even temporarily take over and provide the 

‘strong family grandpa’ service. 

The treatment Harrison received was all thanks to Han Xiao. 

“Damn, this Advanced Luck Glow is really…” 

Han Xiao gritted his teeth in envy. 

With his current level, he was already the source of luck for the owner of the Lucky Halo. Because of his 

existence, Harrison was able to turn this danger into a fortuitous encounter. 



If I could have met someone like myself when I was weak, it would have been awesome! 

It’s a pity that I’ve already reached my current maximum. Not many people have the right to be relied 

on by me… Han Xiao sighed in his heart. 

At this time, Harrison’s pupils had already turned pure black. The Realmless King took over his body and 

nodded. 

“I’m done. Shall we set off now?” 

Han Xiao nodded and controlled the Lord’s Avatar to take out the Dimensional Travel Device. Together 

with Harrison, they disappeared in a flash. 

He suddenly thought of something. His main body took out the container that held Bobanica and spoke 

to the Realmless King, “By the way, I caught this guy and forgot to return him to you.” 

The Realmless King glanced at the container with a human-like look of disdain in his eyes. “Keep it. Let it 

out after we’re done.” 

Han Xiao curled his lips and put away the container. It seemed like the liquid was bragging when it said 

that it was the Realmless King’s confidant. 

The Lord’s Avatar needed to travel for a while. Han Xiao rose up and sat mid-air, hovering at the same 

height as the Realmless King’s head. The two of them stared at each other. 

 

The Lord’s Avatar set the coordinates of the dimensions provided by the Realmless King, and it did not 

take long for them to reach their destination. 

This was still a pitch-black secondary dimension, but it was different from the doomsday scene on the 

side of the Realmless King. The darkness here had a peaceful aura. 

Han Xiao could sense that the energy of the entire secondary dimension was flowing toward the same 

location. In that direction, there was an incomplete life signal that showed something was being 

nurtured. “This is it. Those dimensional entities have always been here. Be careful,” the Realmless King 

spoke through Harrison. 

Han Xiao nodded. He opened the dimensional army camp and from it appeared an endless stretch of his 

mechanical army. At the same time, he activated a portion of the mechanical soldiers to form a normal 

version of the Mechanical Deity and prepared for battle. 

At this time, a few powerful energy sources approached from different directions. Three enormous 

figures covering the sky approached from afar and quickly occupied their sights. They had different 

appearances and were the external dimension gods that occupied this place. The moment they 

appeared, they gave off a strong sense of oppression. “Who is it ? How dare you disturb our… F*ck, 

Black Star!” 

“We can’t win, run!” 



As soon as the three dimensional entities saw the Mechanical Deity, they immediately turned around 

and ran. 

Seeing this, both Han Xiao and the Realmless King were stunned. 

He had thought that he would have to fight to solve the problem, but these dimension entities ran away 

like rabbits on seeing him as if they already knew him. 

Has my name really spread in the secondary dimension world? 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes, his mind working rapidly. 

These three dimensional entities were outsiders, and they might have come from somewhere near the 

shallow layer. Could it be that he had accidentally beat up some dimensional deities—who did not 

realize they were third-wheeling—when he was traveling with Ames a few decades ago, inadvertently 

making a name for himself? 

Han Xiao pondered over the reason, but his hands did not slow down. The mechanical army immediately 

chased after them. 

These three dimensional entities could not even deal with the Realmless King, and in his hands, it would 

only be a one-sided abuse. 

Han Xiao originally wanted to kill them, but since the other party knew him, he controlled his strength 

and left them alive. 

After a round of beating, the three dimension entities with swollen faces sat down in front of him, 

leaving only obedience inside them. 

“This…” 

The Realmless King’s face twitched. The situation was different from what he had imagined. 

These people were powerful outsiders that he could not chase away no matter how hard he tried. But 

the moment they met Black Star, they were so terrified they had to run away but could not even escape 

being caught and beaten up. This made the Realmless King feel disillusioned. 

Seeing Black Star take action with his own eyes, the Realmless King was afraid, but at the same time, he 

was also glad that he did not choose to be stubborn against Han Xiao. The top experts of the main 

material universe were indeed not to be messed with. 

At the same time, Han Xiao was interrogating the three dimension entities with his arms crossed. 

“Where have the three of you heard of me?” 

“We… We’ve seen you kill dimension deities…” The three dimensional deities who were strong enough 

to dominate an entire region in the secondary dimension had become extremely docile. 

It was only after Han Xiao finished listening that he realized that there was indeed a reason for these 

three to come to the Realmless King’s territory. These three dimension deities originally resided near 

the ‘secondary dimensional layer’ controlled by the three Universal Civilizations. As the Universal 

Civilizations were planning to expand there, the three of them had planned to migrate. 



A few decades ago, when he and Ames were traveling, they passed by the area and beat up another 

dimension deity. The three of them witnessed the tragic scene and were filled with fear. Thus, they 

decided to migrate and enter the depths of the secondary dimension. In the end, they came to the 

Realmless King’s territory many years ago and finally met someone alone. They planned to devour the 

Realmless King before continuing their journey. 

However, the three of them did not expect to be unable to defeat the other party. They originally 

wanted to leave, but they coincidentally discovered this secondary dimension with a special embryo. 

They instinctively felt that eating this life would be very beneficial to them, so they stayed on. 

“What a coincidence.” 

Han Xiao did not know what to say. 

If this mission was given to someone else, the difficulty would be enough to meet the highest reward 

offered. Ordinary Beyond Grade As would be served up on a silver platter in front of these three 

dimensional entities. But if it was him, he would not even need to move a finger. Having a high 

Reputation was just that convenient. 

“Well, we’ve told you everything we know. Can you let us go…” A dimensional entity carefully spoke out. 

“Don’t even think about it.” 

Han Xiao rejected without hesitation. 

At this time, the Realmless King could not help but say, “Black Star, this secondary dimension has been 

taken back. I shall first occupy this place again.” 

As he spoke, black liquid appeared on his body, wanting to fill up this dimension and return it to being 

his territory. 

Just as Han Xiao was about to agree, he suddenly paused and changed his words. “Don’t be so anxious. 

Let me see what the embryo looks like first.” 

“My child hasn’t even formed yet. Is this necessary?” 

“This is the first time I’ve seen such a phenomenon. I’m just curious.” 

Han Xiao replied casually before flying toward the breeding ground. The Realmless King had no choice 

but to follow behind. 

After advancing for some distance, Han Xiao saw a grayish-white sphere floating in the middle of the 

secondary dimension. It was like fog being condensed together before being wrapped up by a 

translucent membrane. Energy flowed in from all directions to nourish this embryo. 

In his senses, this embryo had an extremely vigorous life force, as dazzling as dozens of stars put 

together. 

Han Xiao looked inside and saw that within the gray fog flowing in the membrane, there seemed to be a 

long figure flashing around like a dragon. 

The Realmless King came over and helplessly lamented, “It’s not even born yet. What’s there to see?” 



Han Xiao ignored him and touched the embryo. Although the membrane was thin, it was very pliable 

and tough. 

At this moment, the item introduction popped up on the interface. 

Han Xiao cursory glanced at the interface before stopping short. He slowly turned to look at the 

Realmless King with a smile that was yet not a smile. 

“You said… this is your child?” 

 

“What’s wrong?” The Realmless King met Han Xiao’s gaze and suddenly felt a little guilty. 

“Bullsh*t. No wonder you took the risk to order me to help you snatch it back. It turns out to be such a 

magical item… Are you betting that I won’t be able to discover its wonders?” 

Han Xiao flicked the embryo with his finger, and the sarcasm in his tone could not hide the joy within. 

“Speaking half-truths? You almost fooled me.” 

 

Chapter 1369 Lucky Halo, Forever God! 

“…You’re mistaken. This is my child. It’s just mutated slightly.” 

The Realmless King pretended to be calm. 

Keep pretending! 

Han Xiao snorted inwardly and ignored him. He turned to look at the item introduction on the interface. 

[Pivotal Snake Egg] 

 

(Pivotal Snake, also known as World Devouring Snake, is a rare species that lives in chaotic space stream. 

It is a creature that lives alone and feeds on secondary dimensions and special Information Form 

Phenomenons. Every World Devouring Snake will only lay seven eggs in its lifetime. After laying eggs, it 

will abandon them in the space storm, allowing the eggs to drift freely. When the egg encounters a 

secondary dimension, it will automatically parasitize and turn into an embryo state, absorbing multiple 

secondary dimensions until it completely matures. At the same time, Pivotal Snake eggs have an 

extremely strong attraction to some secondary dimension life forms. Eating them as infants is very 

beneficial. It has a certain chance of strengthening one’s talent and raising one’s life level.] 

Remarks: The origin of this species is closely related to the World Tree. It can eat the body of the World 

Tree and has a certain level of restraint. 

The item introduction was not long, but the information it revealed shocked Han Xiao. 

The Pivotal Snake was like a space louse back then. It was not in the database of the three Universal 

Civilizations, and it had never been discovered in his previous life. Even to him, it was a foreign species. 



What surprised Han Xiao the most was that this creature was actually related to the World Tree. The 

item introduction even stated that it was the World Tree’s nemesis to a certain extent, which surprised 

him. 

 

The World Tree was a unique Space Wonder, but there just happened to be a type of creature that 

could restrain it. Could it be that there was always a paper to every rock? 

Perhaps the Pivotal Snake was, in a sense, a companion species of the World Tree, born to restrain it? If 

one thought deeper, what was the origin of the World Tree… 

All kinds of guesses flashed through Han Xiao’s mind, but he did not have a clue. 

However, there was one thing he could confirm. If he did not have the item introduction on the 

interface, he would definitely not have been able to discover the uniqueness of this embryo. The 

Realmless King had claimed that this was his child, so it would be difficult for him to investigate further. 

It would be difficult for him to discover anything strange, and he would most likely be fooled by the 

Realmless King. This was probably what the Realmless King had planned. 

All kinds of thoughts flashed through Han Xiao’s mind. He raised his hand and pressed on the Realmless 

King’s shoulder. 

“Do you really think I don’t know what’s what? This can’t be your child. Are you lying to me because 

you’re worried that I’ll be tempted by this thing? Our deal needs to be honest, and my impression of you 

is quite good at the moment, so I’ll give you a chance to come clean. If you still lie to me, then don’t 

blame me for holding a grudge. No matter how my civilization and the World Tree fight in the future, I’ll 

guarantee that you’ll definitely die.” 

The Realmless King’s face twitched. 

Although he had something on Han Xiao, it could not protect him forever. Facing Han Xiao’s threat, he 

was still very weak. 

His original intention of lying was to not let Black Star investigate further to avoid more problems. After 

all, as long as they came to this secondary dimension, they could feel the birth of a certain life-form, 

which would easily make people curious. Furthermore, the embryo had a special attraction to the 

dimension deities. If he did not claim to have a special relationship with it, he was worried that Black 

Star would be tempted. 

 

He had originally thought that since Black Star was a guest of the main universe, he might not be able to 

feel the attraction of the embryo. As long as he did not study it, he would not be able to discover 

anything amiss, and he would be able to fool everyone. However, he did not expect Black Star to see 

through it so easily, causing his plan to fail. Of course, he could not rule out the possibility that Black Star 

was trying to trick him, but since he had made a threat, the Realmless King was not confident. 

After hesitating for a while, the Realmless King said helplessly, “If you know what this is, why ask me?” 

“I just want to hear it from you.” 



Han Xiao crossed his arms. He was mainly curious about how much the Realmless King knew about the 

Pivotal Snake Egg. 

If he was only tempted by the ‘special attraction’ shown by the item introduction, then the Realmless 

King’s goal should also be to wait for the embryo to mature and eat it. However, if he knew the origins 

of the Pivotal Snake, then the Realmless King’s actions would be a little subtle. 

However, in his opinion, the Realmless King most likely did not know about the relationship between the 

Pivotal Snake and the World Tree, or even about the Pivotal Snake. If not for the item introduction, he 

would not have known about this secret. In the secondary dimension world where information was 

difficult to spread, the Realmless King would not have known about this secret. 

As expected, the Realmless King’s answer was roughly the same as what Han Xiao had guessed. He said 

that he had discovered this embryo when he was expanding his territory and felt the attraction, so he 

had brought it back to wait for it to mature, but it had been snatched away. 

After explaining, the Realmless King asked Han Xiao if he knew the origin of the embryo. “Of course I 

know, but the information isn’t complete. I only saw it once when I was exploring the secondary 

dimensions, but it disappeared afterward.” 

Han Xiao waved his hands and found an excuse. 

Of course, he would not reveal the information about the Pivotal Snake to the Realmless King. As for 

whether he was pretending not to know the Pivotal Snake, he could only observe. 

“Alright… Then how do you plan to deal with this embryo? Our deal…” the Realmless King probed. 

“Tsk, you’re hiding something from me. Logically speaking, the deal should be canceled, but since your 

attitude is alright, the deal can continue. This embryo is still yours.” 

Before the Realmless King could heave a sigh of relief, Han Xiao paused and said: “However, the deal is 

only to help you get the embryo back. Although the embryo is in your hands, you can’t eat it. I’ll have a 

mechanical army stationed here. I’m very interested in this embryo and want to see how it looks like 

when it matures.” 

Hearing this, the Realmless King had no choice but to agree. In terms of benefits, Black Star had at least 

gotten rid of his three neighbors, so it was not a loss. 

After reaching a consensus, Han Xiao made the mechanical army build a temporary base around the 

embryo, and the Realmless King could only let him do as he wished. 

At the same time, the mission completion notification popped up on Han Xiao’s interface. He had 

obtained a large amount of EXP, but the favorability reward of the Realmless King had decreased, only 

increasing by five points. Clearly, it was affected by his actions. Only by completely returning the embryo 

would he obtain the most favorability, but this favorability was not important to him. 

 

As for the Character Summon Card, it was the ability of the Realmless King. Its effect was to project the 

power of the Realmless King into the main universe and summon the black liquid that could block 

energy senses. 



At the same time, the Realmless King Dimension. 

Han Xiao’s main body broke the silence and said: 

“The matter is done. I will take these three dimensional entities with me. I will not disturb you anymore. 

It’s time for you to fulfill your promise. I want all the information about the World Tree that you know.” 

“…Okay.” 

The Realmless King had no choice but to do as he was told, sharing this part of his memories through 

mental messages. 

Han Xiao immediately turned these mental memories into virtual data and entered them into a device. 

With this information, the expedition team of the three Universal Civilizations would no longer have to 

explore like a headless fly. They would be able to save a lot of energy and head directly toward the 

World Tree’s territory in the secondary dimension. Although the closer they were to the World Tree’s 

territory, the more dangerous it would be, there was a higher chance of finding the World Tree’s main 

body. 

The Realmless King also gave him the coordinates of a few stable areas and a portion of the map. The 

three Universal Civilizations were no longer completely clueless about this deep layer area, so the 

information was valuable. 

Han Xiao browsed through the intelligence and suddenly said: 

“I want to represent the three Universal Civilizations to reach an agreement with you. You control a 

large area of the secondary dimension, and I hope that you can lend a portion of your territory as a 

temporary outpost for the three Universal Civilizations to explore the secondary dimension world. Let 

our expedition team gather here and rest. This will provide us with a lot of help. What do you think?” 

Hearing this, the Realmless King was immediately annoyed. He only felt that the other party was pushing 

his luck and could not help but warn him. 

“I don’t want to get involved in your war. Don’t forget that I still have something on you.” 

“It’s okay. We’re temporarily stationed here, so we can give you more information. Plus, we’re already 

here. Even if you don’t welcome us, our large follow-up troops would still pass through here. You might 

as well cooperate with us and get some benefits.” 

Han Xiao did not mind it. 

If he could obtain the Realmless King’s support, he would be able to obtain the coordinates of the edge 

of the Realmless King’s territory, which would save him the time needed to cross this area. 

Setting up a transit station in this deep layer region was akin to obtaining a new entrance. Like a 

recording point, the expedition team would be able to set off from here as soon as they entered, saving 

them a lot of time. This would be very helpful for the expedition. 

The Realmless King’s heart was filled with uncertainty. After weighing the pros and cons for a long time, 

he finally nodded with resignation. 



Even though he had something on Black Star, he did not dare use it because he was afraid of the 

consequences. Instead, Black Star had taken the initiative. Although Black Star had helped him chase 

away his evil neighbors, this was undoubtedly asking a tiger for its skin. The Realmless King was already 

regretting inviting a wolf into his house. 

It’s all Bobanica’s fault for provoking such a troublesome guy. How dare he boast that he’s my trusted 

aide? More like a big trouble! 

Buzz! 

Just as the Realmless King was getting frustrated, Harrison returned to his main body on the carrier. He 

had already exited the ‘please possess me’ state and regained control of his body. 

Han Xiao released his magnetic force and drew Harrison in front of him. He then handed him the 

information recording device and said: 

“The matter has been resolved. I have made a deal with the Realmless King. He is willing to lend out 

some secondary dimensions to act as our outpost. He will release the expedition team later. Go and 

report the situation to the commander and pass this information to him. Tell them to stop advancing 

and standby here. Wait for me to inform the three Universal Civilizations…” 

“Understood. I promise to complete the mission.” 

Harrison nodded repeatedly. Seeing how obedient he was, Han Xiao had mixed feelings. 

Although Harrison and the others had been implicated this time, they had also benefited from the 

disaster, bringing substantial progress to their plan to search for the World Tree’s main body. They 

found a ‘temporary ally’ deep in the secondary dimension. 

What surprised Han Xiao the most was that Harrison had set off to search for the World Tree’s main 

body. He had yet to find the location of the main body, but he had already found a strange object that 

could restrain the main body… 

What else could he say? 

Luck Glow, forever a god! 

 

‘Letting Harrison join the expedition team was indeed the right decision…’ 

Han Xiao was pleased. 

If not for the Realmless King discovering him from Harrison’s memories, this expedition team would 

have been a goner. In his previous life, perhaps due to the time difference, the Realmless King had 

already eaten the Pivotal Snake Embryo, or perhaps for some other reason, Han Xiao had never heard of 

the three Universal Civilizations obtaining the Pivotal Snake Egg If they had such a trump card in his 

previous life, the difficulty of attacking the main body would have been much lower. 



However, although it was worth being happy about obtaining a trump card, he still had to find the World 

Tree’s main body to put it to use. Furthermore, Han Xiao was still very curious about the connection 

between the Pivotal Snake and the World Tree. 

In addition, he also wanted to know if the World Tree Civilization knew about the characteristics of the 

Pivotal Snake… He had a feeling that there was something fishy about this. 

 

Chapter 1370 Current State of the Potential Individuals 

“…You found us a temporary ally in a deep layer dimension and got information about the World Tree’s 

territory?” 

In the conference room of the three Universal Civilizations, Marbruce, Louis, and the Pope could not 

help but widen their eyes when they heard Han Xiao’s notification. 

“If it wasn’t for Harrison, I definitely wouldn’t have gone there. I wouldn’t have met such a good thing.” 

Han Xiao spread out his hands. After leaving the throne in the Realmless King’s dimension, he returned 

to the main material universe and informed the three Universal Civilizations about what had happened. 

Considering the Realmless King’s attitude, Han Xiao only hid the information about the Pivotal Snake 

Egg. Before this trump card matured, there was no need to tell the three Universal Civilizations about it 

for the time being. 

After hearing the reason, the three of them looked at each other in shock and joy. 

Marbruce cleared his throat and said in a deep voice, “It’s been hard on you. This is an important 

discovery in the expedition plan. Our next search will be more targeted. We have agreed to this alliance. 

We will send some envoys to be in charge of negotiating with the Realmless King about the future 

cooperation.” 

 

Although Han Xiao did not report the matter beforehand and had made the decision on behalf of the 

three Universal Civilizations, this was a special time. As long as it was useful to the war, this problem was 

nothing. Han Xiao nodded, took out a list of secondary dimension coordinates, and said, “These are the 

secondary dimension coordinates that the Realmless King lent us to act as the outpost. We can build a 

new gate entrance here and turn this area into a ‘shallow layer’. You guys know what to do next. Just 

play your rogue side, but don’t push the Realmless King too hard.” 

“What are you saying…” 

Marbruce’s face twitched. He helplessly took the list and showed it to the other two leaders. “Alright, 

that’s all I have to say. If there’s no other problem, I’ll head back to take care of the training.” Han Xiao 

waved his hand. 

“Wait a moment, we still have something to discuss with you…” 

 

Louis called out to Han Xiao with a rare smile on his face. 



“The Beyond Grade As have worked hard for the war. After a discussion, we have unanimously decided 

to set up a monument for all the Beyond Grade As sacrificed in the war. It has nothing to do with 

identity, only merits.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes lit up, and he said with relief, “This was not easy. You guys finally said something 

sensible.” 

Louis’ smile froze, and he laughed dryly as though he did not hear that. “Hehe, what do you think of this 

plan?” 

“Very good, I have no objections.” 

Han Xiao shook his head. 

When they were fighting in the interception circle, no one had the intention to do so. Now that they had 

eleven years of buffer time, it was suitable for them to do such things. Although the dark clouds of war 

still shrouded them, at least the Soul Comfort Monument would not let them die in obscurity. Compared 

to the battle damage report on the internet, the real thing was more meaningful and could slightly 

increase their cohesion. 

However, under the premise of the Sanctum Revival, the effect of the Soul Comfort Monument would 

probably be different from what they had expected. The three Universal Civilizations still did not believe 

that the Sanctum Revival was limitless. In Han Xiao’s opinion, the Soul Comfort Monument would 

probably become a ‘battle record’ that recorded the number of deaths of the various Beyond Grade As 

in the future. This would be different from what they had expected… but at least it was better than 

nothing. 

“Since you have no objections, I’ll have to trouble you to convey our intentions to all the members of 

the association and let them know that we’re grateful for their help. No matter what grudges we had in 

the past, we were born from the same universe.” The Pope nodded. 

 

“…Did the three of you take the wrong medicine today? Why are you talking so much?” 

Han Xiao looked at the three of them in surprise. 

“Alright, that’s all. You can go.” 

Han Xiao shrugged, deactivated the remote projection, and disappeared from their sights. 

Seeing this, Louis relaxed, shook his head, and sighed. 

“Sigh, Black Star always brings us surprises. If not for him saving Harrison, we would have missed this 

secondary dimension intelligence.” 

“Black Star’s luck is unbelievable. Luckily, he’s our teammate now.” Marbruce exhaled. 

The three of them sighed for a while before lowering their heads to study the information that Han Xiao 

had brought back. 



The matter of Harrison did not take much time, and Han Xiao did not have to worry too much about the 

follow-up alliance affairs. 

After returning to the training base, Han Xiao sent a message to inform them of the plan for the Soul 

Comfort Monument. 

Although the original intention of both sides working together was to make a deal, the Beyond Grade As 

did not want their achievements to be neglected. It was naturally extremely good for the three Universal 

Civilizations to be willing to increase their reputation for them. However, this action seemed to be to 

sustain their sense of belonging to the galactic society, so it did not move the Beyond Grade As. 

As usual, Han Xiao checked on the training of the Calamity Grade and Beyond Grade As. He then went to 

a mental strength training room and found Feidin, who was training his psychic energy. A song that 

directly resonated in one’s soul echoed in the room along with psychic energy. It was different from 

simple psychic needles or psychic blasts. This kind of psychic voice was not provocative at all. It was like 

the chirping of birds in spring, full of vitality and soothing to the soul. 

However, the next moment, the calm sea suddenly became violent, and the slow psychic voice suddenly 

became high-pitched and sharp. It was as if the country music had suddenly turned into death metal, 

wanting to tear the soul into pieces and throw them into the furnace to be destroyed. The mannequins 

in the training room exploded at the same time and fell to the ground, twitching. 

Han Xiao looked from outside for a while before walking into the room. The psychic singing immediately 

came like a tsunami, and the magical sound entered his brain, making his ears ring. However, they were 

all blocked by his tough mental barrier and did not cause any substantial damage. 

Feidin only retracted his psychic energy when he sensed that an outsider had entered. He slowly opened 

his eyes and smiled. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, why are you here? Are you out of luck again?” 

“Let me give you some special treatment.” 

Han Xiao chuckled and looked at the interface. 

“You’re a qualified person. I can feel from your psychic energy that you’ve already touched the Beyond 

Grade A boundary.” 

“It’s just that I don’t know how long it will take to complete the final sublimation.” 

 

Feidin did not deny it and shook his head. 

He had stayed in the Calamity Grade for a long time and accumulated a lot of experience. He had 

already touched the threshold of Beyond Grade A, but he had not taken the final step. 

In the beginning, he had inherited Chen Xing’s Psychic abilities, and he had already walked out of his 

own path. He had spent a lot of time summarizing his skills and trying to create a new path. He could 

feel that when his self-created path was completely formed, he would enter the final sublimation and 

join the Beyond Grade A realm. 



In this aspect, the Soul Swapper had helped him quite a bit. This Universal Treasure also had the effect 

of assisting him in training. It was convenient for him to study the structure of different souls, and from 

there, he could develop various Psychic skills to perfect his path. 

Among the five major systems, other than Esper class, the other four were interactive. Mage and 

Mechanic class mainly focused on knowledge, and they needed to learn all kinds of things. Pugilists and 

Psychics focused on pureness. 

Pugilists created countless martial arts styles through the development of physical strength, while 

Psychics developed the soul and mind while also creating many skills systems. Like close-range skills, 

Psychic attacks had countless ‘power exerting skills’, mainly divided into Mental, Psychic, Sensory, and 

Potential branches. There were also various styles under each branch, just like Pugilists. 

For example, Kasuyi was most proficient in the Psychic branch, while Feidin was proficient in the Mental 

branch. It was very rare to see Feidin use violent psychic energy, and most of his skills were of the 

Mental branch. The Psychic Song that Feidin used was from this branch. 

“Don’t worry, you will complete the Beyond Grade A transformation very soon.” 

Han Xiao patted Feidin’s shoulder. He looked at the combat information and knew that Feidin was not 

far from the Beyond Grade A level. 

“I hope I can help you when the time comes…” Feidin sighed.” In just eleven years, even if I become a 

Beyond Grade A Super, I won’t have enough time to accumulate. I’ll probably be cannon fodder on the 

battlefield. “. 

“You have to be confident in your luck, and you have the Soul Swapper. No one will use your basic 

combat power to measure your usefulness.” 

Han Xiao encouraged. 

Feidin did not have the same exaggerated talent as Karlot’s (Everlasting Martial Path), but he was the 

only one who was perfectly compatible with the Soul Swapper. The power of this Universal Treasure 

depended on Feidin’s own strength. Once he entered the Beyond Grade A realm, the Soul Swapper’s 

effect would undergo a qualitative change. Although the soul of the World Tree expert was absorbed by 

the Mother Tree and could not be transferred completely, he had specially let Feidin test it in small-scale 

battles. The Soul Swapper could tear the soul of a World Tree member and cause heavy damage. If all 

the soul was pulled out, the enemy would die on the spot. 

After a while, Han Xiao left the room and teleported to a secret location in the Black Star Palace. 

With a turn of his gaze, he had already arrived outside a potential stimulation training room filled with 

all kinds of cosmic radiation and immense pressure. Evans stood in the middle of the room, and a gentle 

light flowed on his body, using the harsh environment to temper himself. 

Han Xiao opened the door and walked in. The training room immediately stopped operating. Evans 

sensed something and turned around. “Commander, what can I do for you?” 

Evans greeted. 

Han Xiao waved his hand. “There’s no need to be so formal. I’m just here to check on your training.” 



As he spoke, he sized up Evans and nodded with satisfaction. 

Han Xiao had always been planning Esper Ability Absorption for Evans. At this time, his genes were very 

stable, and all his Esper Abilities had been carefully selected. They were not many but were chosen 

meticulously, enough to deal with all kinds of complex situations. Not a single Esper Ability slot was 

wasted, and the combination of abilities was many times better than EsGod’s. 

At the same time, Evans also absorbed the gene-enhancing ability that increased Esper Ability 

Cultivation speed. Coupled with his (Highest Grade Esper Ability Affinity Physique), his growth speed was 

extremely delightful. After many years of bitter training, Evans had already reached the level of a high-

level Calamity Grade and was not too far from becoming a Beyond Grade A. Han Xiao poked Evans, 

looked at the interface, and said with a smile, “You’re in the process of transforming, and it won’t be 

long before you complete your sublimation. I’m afraid I have to congratulate you in advance for 

becoming a Beyond Grade A. What are your plans then?” 

He did not doubt Evans’ talent. With [Esper Ability Copy) and (Highest Grade Esper Ability Affinity 

Physique), it was only a matter of time before he became a Beyond Grade A. 

Evans smiled and said steadily, “If not for you, I might still be an ordinary person. You’ve been helping 

me improve my strength for the past few decades, and I owe you too much. If you don’t mind, I hope to 

stay in the army and repay this debt.” 

Han Xiao was quite satisfied with this answer. To be fair, he did not want to let this talent go either. 

With his correct guidance and stabilizing himself for the first half of his life, Evans was not the type of 

Esper who took shortcuts. Instead, he became firm like a rock and made people free from worry. 

Furthermore, Evans had always been grateful to him for stimulating his suppressed talent and giving him 

a new life. His loyalty was probably even higher than Lothaire. 

Han Xiao pressed on Evans’ shoulder with a smile and said, “Enter Beyond Grade A as soon as possible. 

I’ll give you a gift then.” 

“What gift?” Evans was curious. 

“It’s a secret. You’ll know when the time comes.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

When Evans enters the Beyond Grade A realm, he would be able to absorb Esper Abilities of the same 

level. Gaud, who had been locked up in the Spacetime Amber for many years, would be of use. After 

many years of observation, he was certain that Evans was qualified to accept this gift. 

A Super High-Risk Esper Ability like Energy Control definitely could not be wasted. Letting Evans take this 

Esper Ability was the best way to make use of it, making EsGod’s Esper Ability, which he had 

painstakingly synthesized, become someone else’s wedding dress. He would also let this evil guy have a 

taste of being a victim. 

By then, the reaction of the three Universal Civilizations would no longer be a problem. Han Xiao 

planned to tell them everything EsGod had done. Regardless of whether the three Universal Civilizations 

believed it or not, they would not turn hostile when there was an attack from the foreign enemy. 



 

As for EsGod’s main body, he believed that the Underworld would not mind having another strong man. 

Before EsGod was captured, he thought that the three Universal Civilizations would release him one day 

to ask about the World Tree. However, from the start to the end, Han Xiao did not plan to let this 

extremely dangerous and evil man regain his freedom. 

The troops at the frontlines had been blocking the World Tree’s advancement, and the three Universal 

Civilizations had also begun their forceful development of the Flickering World. The galactic society was 

in a state of panic; on the contrary, the training base was in rare peace. The changes in the battle 

outside could not interfere with their training plan for the time being. Time passed quickly during the 

training 

Under Han Xiao’s training plan, many of the trainees were overjoyed at their progress. Other than one 

person, the rest of the trainees were working harder. 

After spending a few months in training, Oathkeeper finally sent a message saying that he had gathered 

another set of keys to the First Sanctum. 

Han Xiao had been waiting for this moment. Without any delay, he informed everyone and entered the 

Sanctum again. Under the gaze of many Holy Accord members, he disappeared into the galaxy. 

 


